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(i)

lununary

The purpose of thís work is Ëo investigate Ëhe occurrence

and mechanisms of particular rearrangement reactions in negative-ion

mass spectromeËry. This work is divÍded into three secËíons.

In Chapter 2, the firsË exarnples of the reËro-Diels-Alder

reaction occurring from negatÍve-íons for niÈrochromans,

nltro-lr3-benzodioxans and nitro-Ir4-benzodíoxans are described. The

extent, of the retro reacËÍon Ín the nitrochromans and nÍtro-lr3-

benzodioxans Ís dependent upon the posítion of the nitro group relative

to the oxygenated rÍng. MechanÍsms of thís reacËíon are discussed in

the 1-Íght of results from labelling studies, use of model compounds

and collision-induced díssocíation inves tigatj-ons .

Chapter 3 deals wíth the proxÍmity effects of salicylates and

anthranilates. The molecular anions of methyl and phenyl 5-niÈro-

salicylates and 4-nitroanÈhranj-lates eliminate ROH (R = Me or Ph)

by an ortho rearrangement. The molecular anÍons of phenyl 3-hydroxy-

5-nitrobenzoaxe and phenyl 3-amino-5-nitroberLzoate lose PhOH to a

lesser extent, and collision excitation studies Índicate Ëhe operation

of simult¿meous tr+o-stage cleavage reactions. The competitive ortho

effects observed when the niüro group is adjacent to either the ester

or hydroxyl functions are described.



Chapter 4 descrlbes the unÍmolecular decomposíËions of

nltrophenyl-lr3-oxathíanes. These compounds give Íntense molecular

anions whictr undergo both simple and complex cleavage processes.

Evfdence ís presented which suggesÊs that the decomposing molecular

anions have 1ov¡ internal energies. The spectra contain an unusual

scrambling process for the g-nitro Ísomer and a characterÍstic

proximíty effecË for Ëhe o-nitro isomer. In contrast, Ëhe Ísomeric

ni.trophenyl-lr3-dÍoxans gíve similar spectra and show no hydrogen

scra¡¡bling or proxinity effects.
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Chapter l. Introduction

1.1 General

The concepËj-on of negatlve ions dates back to the íonic

theory of electrolysis. l Thís Ëheory explaíns how the charge is

carried by partÍcles of molecular mass in soLuüion. It was shown

subsequentl-y that this theory can also be appl-íed to the gas

phase.2 However the properties of negatívely charged entities

htere not ínvestigated prior to 1900 because of a lack of approprlate

equipment. It \,ras not until 1910 that J.J. Thomsorl was able to

ldenËify negatívely charged molecules using Èhe mass specËrograph.

Negative ions may be produced by many different pto"."""".4

ThÍs thesis ís concerned wiÈh the formation of negatÍve íons by

electron impact.

L.2 The mechanisms and Enereetics of Negative-Ion Formation

There are basically two ways ín which negative ions may be

produced by the ínteraction of el-ectrons l^7íth neutral molecules.5

The former involves an electron capture Process, whíle the latter

is a collísíon or non-capture process. The more imporËant

processes are l-isted below.
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1) Dissoclatíve Resonance Capture

AB + e ---+ A' + B (0-2ev)

AB+

ií) Electron Resonance Capture

AB+e->43; (2-10 ev)

ií1) Ion-Paír Production

AB+eA+ +B+e (>15 ev)

L.2.I ElecÈron CapEure Processes

The simplest hray of producing a negatíve ion Ls by the

direcË capture of a low-energy electron. If such an electron is

captured by a neutral molecule a transiti.on can be regarded as

taking place between tr¡o electronic levels of the negative

molecular ion. In the initial state the exËra electron occupies

an unbound orbital and hence the potential energy c.rurve is simply

that of the neuÈral- molecule. The nature of the negative Íon

formed, depends upon the position and shape of the electronic

state of the negative molecular ion. In other r^rords 1t depends
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In all three cases, curve I fs the poÈential energy curve of the

initial state of the neutral- molecule, while the second curve

represents that of the negative molecular ion. The nuclear

separation in the ground vÍbrational level v¡i1l lie effectlvely

between the l-imíts a and b Ín all cases. Applying the Franck-Condon

príncípler6 which sÈates that the electroníc transition is much

faster than the vibrat,íon of the atomic nucleí, the nuclear

separation must st111 1íe within these limits afËer the transition.

The transítions wíll be confined wÍthin the shaded areas a b c d.

The finaL state will therefore be confined to the region c and d.

In case (1a), the upper potentíal energy curve shorvs a

repulsive situation. Hence the negative ion state will lie r,Tithin

the continuum of nuclear levels. In additíon, the final state vrill-

have an energy in excess of that expected at infínite nucl-ear separation.

If a ¡rolecule AB captur:es an electron into this state, lt can

díssocíate into A' + B-. The Franck-Condon prínciple predicts that

the capture process will occur between. the electron energy range of E1

and E, " The transitory molecular anion formed can dissociate ínto

fragment ions (A' + B-), or reverË back to the neutral molecule by

eJecting the captured electron. The latter process is generally

referred, to as autodetachmenË.7 The fate of the molecular anion

wÍll therefore depend upon Ëhe rel-ative rates of dissociat,ion and auto-

detachment.
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In case (1b), the energles of some of the possible states

of the molecular aníon are less than Ëhat at infiníte separation.

If a molecule captures an electron wíth an energy between E3 and E4 '
then the molecular anion wí1l have Ëhe propertÍes as those outlÍned

above for case (1a). On the other hand, capture of an el-ectron

with an energy between E4 and E5 will produce a vibrationally excited

molecular anion. This molecular anion is unstable, and wí11 undergo

autodetachment unless it can release Íts excess energy by either

radiative emissíon or collision stabilísatíon.7

Case (1c) is not a Franck-Condon process as the poÈential

energy curve ABr does not cross the Franck-Condon region. ThÍs

process w1ll- occur only if the neutral molecule is first excited to a

víbrational 1evel (atbt) where the probability of electron caPture

ís high. It can be visualised as the electron first exciting the

molecule to the appropriaËe state and then being captured. The fate

of the vibrationally excÍted mol-ecular anion is símilar to that

described for case (1b).

L.2.2 Sununary

Case (la). Díatomj-c molecule (AB) with Repulsive States

Electrons wíth energÍes (2-L0 ev) between E1 and E2 are captured
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and dissociation may fol3-ow. No stable molecular species 43,=

can be formed.

Case (lb). Díat,omic molecufe (AB) \^ríth Attractive and Repul-slve

States.

Electrons wlth energies (2-10 ev) between E3 and E4 are capÈured

to gíve AB,å as for (1a). Capture of electrons with energies

(0-2 ev) betvreen E4and E5 will give vibrationally excíted A3*

Stable AB= can be formed if excess energy can be released.

Case (lc). Dlatomic Molecule (AB) hríth Attractíve and Repulsive

States.

Electrons with energies

forn As* . rrs fate is

(0-2 ev) around E6 will be captured to

simílar to (1b).

L.2.3 lon-Pair Production

ThÍs is a non-capture process. The electron provides the

energy necessary for the electroníc transitíon to occur. The

excited molecul-e (AB*) formed may undergo spontaneous dissociation
.L

into A' + B

This process is expected to occur at high electron energies

(>15 ev). The probabilíty of the operation of this process generally
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lncreases with increasing electron energy.

L,2.4 NegaÈive-Ion Formation by Seeondary Electrons

NegatÍve molecular ions may be formed by capËure of secondary

electronsS-ll (analogous to sect,ion 1.2.Ð. The seeondary electron is

a de-energized electron produced from the electrode surfaces or by

one of the processes shown;

1) Excitation of a molecule above its ground state

AE + eP -----) A3* + es

2) Autoionisatíon

AB + ep AB+ A3* + es

3) Positive Íonísation

AB + ep ÀBÏ + Zes

where ep and es are primary and secondary electrons respectively.
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2. Complícations in Negative-Ion Studíes

In prfncíple, mass spectrometry offers an ideal urethod for

the study of negat,ive ions, since all ions formed in a particular

system may be readily identífíed. In addÍtíon, the properties of

these ions can be examÍned over a range of electron energíes.

There are, however, a variety of problems assocíated with Èhe

formation and detection of negative lons. These problems are

outlined ín detail bel-ow.

2.L Control of the lonisíng-electron Beam Current

tr{hen examining íonÍsation processes, it is desírab1e to

eiÉ.her maintain a constant number of electrons or make corrections

for any necessary variatÍons. The number of el-ectrons in the

beam is indícated by the electron trap current. Thynne et a112

have shown that the elecÈron trap current varÍes r,r¡j-th electron

energy using the Bendix model 3015 time-of-flight mass specËronìeter.

It ís desirable therefore either to have some method of regulating

the trap current, or alËernatívely to have a knowledge of the

variation of ion current wíth trap current.
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2,2 Appearance Potential Measurements

The ionising electrons should be as homogeneous ín energy

as possible if reliable appearance potentÍal dat,a are to be

obtalned and íf fine structure in the ionÍsation efficiency curves

is to be seen. In mass specËrometric studies, the source of

electrons ís generally a heated fil-amenË and rhe emitted electrons

consequently have apprecíable thermal energies with a spread of

l--2 ev.13 Clearly some method which allows the selection of a

narrohr band of energies Ís required.

One of the most widely used methods ís the retarding

potentÍal difference (RPD) technique devísed by Fox.14 This methocl

has been used successfully in positive-ion sEudies. Thynne et alI3

have applied this method wÍth success in negative-ion studies.

However the method leads to a reduct,ion ín the electron beam

íntensity and therefore the ion current. This is parËicularly lmportant

in view of the relatívely low abundance of sone negative ions formed

upon elecÈron ímpacÈ. As a consequence, analytical methods which

utilíse the full electron clístribution are normally reported. Such

methods Ínclude i) the deconvolution process, introduced by Morrisonl 5

for positÍve-íon studies, which has been applied by Thynne "¡.116'17
to studíes of negatíve ions, and íí) the electron distríbution
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difference methodrlS .r analytical technique which all-ows for the

effect of a broad energy spread.

2.3 Intensfty

Many negative Íons are produced upon elecÈron Ímpact in

much lower yields than the correspondíng positive íons (often 103

tímes less than positive ionsl9). The low yÍelds are claimedl9

to make detection diffícult. Furthermore, metastable Íons, which are

produced in very low abundance, will be harder to detect than conventional

negative ions.

The intensiËy problem may be overcome eiËher by improving the

deÈection sensitívity of the spect.romet,er, or alternatively by increasing

the abundance of negaEive ions by some suitable method. The use of

the electron multíplÍer detector in positlve ions usually íncreases

the detection sensitivity by several thousand fold over conventional

electrometer techniques.20 However its use for negatíve-ion

detectíon does not necessarj-ly increase the detection sensitivíty,

because the fírst dynode of the electron multiplíer is maíntained at

a hígh negative potential ancl hence repels negative ions.20 As a

consequence, the negatíve-ion accelerating potential must be

maintained at a hÍgher value than that of the first dynode of the

electron nultiplíer.
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The abundances of some negative ions may be increased by

an increase in the source pressnre.l9 This technique requires

the use of special high pressure sources which are generally

not available ín conventlonal mass spectrometers. von Ardenne

and co-workers2l hav. developed a high pressure method for

producing slow electrons by low voltage discharge in Argon at a

pressure of about 10-2 lorr. The applications of this techníque

are described in Sections 3.2 and 4.10.

2.4 The Modes of Negatíve-Ion Formatíon

The various modes of negative-ion formation (Section 1)

are not well understood for polyatomÍc molecules. It has been

t¡orn22-26 that these modes of formation depend rnarkedly upon both

electron energy and source pressures.

Varíation of the electron-beam energy may cause the modes

of formation to change. This is reflected in the relative

intensitíes of some peaks measured at different energies of the

electron-beam. A particular example is the formatÍon of F- from

perfluorocyclobutane.23 The ionisation effÍciency curve for the

formation of F- (over a 10 ev electron energy range) contaíns four

¡naxíma, clearly demonstrating the operation of differenË processes

at various electron energies. The processes lísted belov¡ have been

suggested as a rationale for the forrnation of F-.
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C,+Fe + e + F' * C4F5

+ Cfz + CsFs'

+ CzEe'+ 2CF2

+ CF' * 3CF2

F

F

F

F
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3. Negative-Ion Studies

3 .l- General

The subject of gaseous negative ions has been extensively

studied ín the pas¡ t,en years. Ihis is because an understanding

of the formation processes for negative ions and the roles that

negative ions play ín varíous chemical processes is of

fundamental importance in descríbing the nature of radiation

phenomena ,27 E]¡e formation of ions in the Íonospherer2S and the

production of íons in flames.29 Negative-ion studíes carríed out

prior to 1960 have been revíewed.19 Sínce Ëhen several booksT'27'3I

and revíewsl0'28'32-39 have been published. The majority of these

reports place strongeï emphasis on Èhe theoretical aspects rather than

on the practical applicatÍons of negaËíve ion mass spectrometry. A

notable exception is Ehe work of von Ardenne and co-workers3l on

natural- products (Sectíon 3.2 and 4.10). Sínce 1965 there has been

an ever increasing effort to develop negatÍve-ion mass spectrometry

as an aid Eo structure determination. A survey of progress in this

area is outlined in sectíon 4.

3.2 Instrumentation

The mass spectrometers used for negative-ion studies

include
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1) ttme-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometers,

2) fon cyclotron resonance (ICR) spectrometers,

3) conventional- mass spectrometers, and

4) high pressure source instrumenËs.

ToF rnstruments are partlcularly useful for appearance potential

measurement"l0 t32r39 and for the deËerminatlon of autodeËachment

lifetimes of negative ions.39'40 ICR Spectrometers4l-44 are

largely used for Ëhe study of ion-molecule reactions.

Most conventional mass spectrometers can be used to

measure negâtive-1on mass spectra if the appropríate potent,íals

and fields can be reversed. The use of a double focusíng

instrument enables the focusing of metastable j-onsr45 determínation

of negat,fve-íon kinetic energy spectra45 and collision-induced

decompositions.45 The various problems associated with conventíonal

spectrometers have been outlined earlier (section 2).

A high pressure source has been specially designed by von

Ardenne and coworkers2l for producíng slow electrons by a low-voltage

gas díscharge at a pressure of abouË 10-2 Torr. These electrons

are then captured by the molecules in quesÈion to give molecular

anlons and fragment ions. usíng this technique they have obtained

many useful specËra of organic compounds, in particular of certain

natural product,s31146r47 (see sectlon 4.10). This approach has a
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najor disadvantage in that the use of high source pressures

frequently produce peaks whích originate from ion-molecule reactions.

Consequently some spectra contain anomalous peaks sometimes of mass

greater than that of the molecular anion, and such spectra are of

límited application for structural deEermination.l9

3.3 lfhe Quasi-Equilibri.um Theory and its Applications to Nesatíve

Ions.

The quasi-equilibríum theory (QET) of mass spectra v/as

developed in order to rationalise Èhe general features observed

fn positive-ion mass spectra.4S-52 The two príncipal assumptíons

of the QET are'-r+8-52

1) a mass spectrum can be consídered to be formed by a seríes

of competíng, consecutíve unimolecular decompositíon reactions,

and

2) the rates of each of these reactions can be calculaÈed using

the absolute raËe theory.

In the absolute rate theoryr53 the reaction rat,e is assumed to

depend upon the concentrat,íon and nature of the activated complex

in equilibríum with the reactants. The average rate constant of a

unimolecular reactíon can be represented by the simplífied form 54
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k(E) = vqE-89¡ s-l

where k(E) represents Ëhe rate constant at total energy E rntith

activation energy Eo, v is the frequency factor and s ís the number

of effective osclllators. Because of unknovün parameters, viz. V, E

and s, the QET is currently limited to relatively sirnple molecules.

Nevertheless it has been wÍdel-y used to provide a qualítative rationale

for nany reactions.

For sirnpl-e bond cleavages, the t'frequency f actorstt are high

(approxírnately lOtq), while for rearrangemenËs the val-ues are

several orders of magnitude lower, refl-ectíng a resÈricted geomet,ry

in the transition state for the reaction.55 A simple method for

assessíng frequency factors involves comparison of specEra at high

and lot¡ electron beam uttergy.56 Since a rearrangement reaction

general-J-y has a lower frequency facËor and often a l-ower activation

energy than a competing dÍrect cleavage reacËíon, the rate of

Íncrease of k wíth E will generall-y be lorver for a rearrangement

than for a direct cleavage reaction. As a consequence dírect cleavage

reactíons will- generally dominate at higher ínternal ene.rgies of the

decornposing species whÍle rearrangement reactions ¡¿il-l become more

lmportant at lower internal energles (see fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 lypícal k ys E curves for a direct cleavage
and rearrangement reactíon. The shaded area
represents the energy segment corresponding
to a metastable Ëransition.

The QET was fírst applíed to negatíve íons by l^Iinters and

Kiser.57 The materíals chosen for study were nickel carbonyl, iron

pentacarbonyl and the hexacarbonyls of chroníum, mo1-ybodenium and

tungsten. The negative-ion spectra of these compounds were
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measured and compared wlth the theoretical spectra calculated

using the QET. The observed spectra agree quite wel-l with the

calculated values, hence demonstrating the applicabílity of the

QET to the negative-lon spectra of such compounds.

3.4 Metastable lons

t'Metastable ions" are formed by the spontaneous decomposition

of ions that have been accelerated out of the íon sor.rrce.58 There

are three distinct regions of a double focusing mass sPectroneter

where such fragmentations may be deËected.

Ions of mass ml with a lifetime of about I usee or less will

decompose to give a daughter ion m2 in the source.S9 The Íon m2, 1f not

energet,ic enough to decompose, wíll be reeorded as a "normalt' sharp

slgnal at m2/e. Ions of mâss m1 with slightly longer lifetime

(about 2-11 usec) will decompose into daughter ions m2" before

entering the electrostatíc analyser. The velocity of m2' is determined

by the velocíÈy of the heavier precursor íon m1. The velocity of. m2'

will be less than that of ions of equal mass m2 formed in the source.

Under normal operating condítíons mzl does not fulfil the condítions

requíred to pass through the electric sector and therefore does ¡rot

appear on the spectrum. Ions of mass m1 with even longer lifetimes
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(>11 usec) decompose to daughter ions m2í' in the field-free reglon

between the electric and uragnetic analysers. The Íons m2-' have the

seLme mass ancl velocfty as m2'buË they are not energy focused.

These fons (mz") are recorded as the faurilíar díffuse, low intensiËy

peaks at a mass equal to mzz/ml.

The presence of metastable peaks províde dírect evidence for

the occurrence of particular fragnentation pathways. However

recent advances60 demonstrate that more useful informatíon concerning

mass spectral processes and lon structures can be obtained from

metastable peaks. Some of these applications include:-

i) íon structure deter:minatíon by comparison of metastable

abundances,

fi) identlfication of rearrangement reactíons,

fii) determinatíon of kínetic energy released in metasËable

transltíons,

iv) determination of atom scrarnbling ín labelled ions,

v) elucidatíon of isotope effects r. and

vi) measurement of collisíon-induced reactions.

The progress made in the applícation of metastable transitíons

is largely due to advances ln the QET, and to the development of

the double defocusing techníque.60 Ttte QET predicts that metastable
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transitions l.rfll occur from 1ow energy precursor lons within a narrov¡

energy segment controlled by narrovr rate constant limíts (1-og 19k =

5-O¡.st The way in whích the shape of k vs E curves ínfluences

metastable abundances has been described.6l

Use of the rdefocusingr technlqueG2-64 allor¿s sensitÍve

measurement of metastable ions. There are tr¡ro ways of focusíng these

rrmetastable" transítions. The first is to raíse the acceleratíon

voltage while keeping the electrostatíc voltage constant.62163 For

the process mI -l m2, the acceleration voltage is raised by a value

of m1 /m2 in order to enable the metastable ions to traverse the

electric sector. The second method lorvers the electrostatic voltage

(by a val-ue of m2/m1) whÍle keeping the acceleration voltage

constant.64

3.4.f Metastable Decompositions

By lowerÍng the electrostatic potenÈial to an êPpropriate

value E2, the daughter ions (mz 1 ín the fíel-d-free regÍon before

the el-ectríc sector can be recorded. The value E2 Ís related to

E1 at normal operatíng condlÈions by the expression,

Ez=m2

E1 m1
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At sector potential E2, the ions m2' appear ín the spectrum as a

sharp energy-focused sÍgnal at the mass val-ue m* = m22/mt. Tf. m2'

decompose further ín the drift reglon between the electric and

magnetic sectors, then these ions (mg) witt be recorded as diffuse

transÍtíons at the mass value n¡** = 132/*1 . Sírnílarl-y for a three

step fragmentation, the metastable j-on will be recorded at a value

equal to rq2/r1. Hence the metastable defocusíng technique

provides an el-egant method for the observaËíon of multisEep processes

in the mass spectrometer.59

3.4.2 lon Kínetic Enerqy Spectroscopy.

A variation of the meËastable focusing method has been used

to give a spectrum of ion energies corresponding to decompositÍons

in the fírst field-free region of the mass spectrometer. The ion

beam passing through the energy-resolving (ß) slít (between the trvo

analysers) is monítored whtle continuously varying the elecËrostatic

voltage. The resulting ion kÍnet,ic energy (IKE) spectrum65 í.e. a

pure rmetastabler ion spectrum can detect lovr abundance reacÈíons

which are often obscured in the normal spectrum. IKE Spectra give

detaÍled "finger-printsrr of organfc compounds. Such spectra are

partícularly sensitive to small structural differencesr66 and as

such are useful- structural aíds, especially as normal mass spectra
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are often insensit.ive to stereochemical differences.

3.4.3 Coll-ision-Induced Dissocíations of Positív e lons

There are many fragmentation processes, particularly those

cE high activatlon energy, where the appropriate met,astable ions

are eíther absent or only formed in low abundance. These reactíons

conrnonly involve sinple cleavages, and ít ís desirable to obtain

metastable-type informatíon for such reactions.

The colllsion with neutral- molecules provides a convenient

way of increasíng the internal energy.of ions in the drÍft regíons

of the spectrometer.6T'68 The neut,ral molecules (target gas)

are inËroduced into the drift region preceding the electric sector

through a leak valve. The t,arget gases used include H2r He and Ar.

The optímum conditions for collision activatíon depend upon several-

factors r6S namely

L) length of the drifr rube,

2) kinetíc energy of the íncident ion,

3) pressure of target gas,

4) type of targer gas.

The pressure of the target gas 1s particularly important, because of

the possible loss of j.ons through coll-Ísíonal scattering. The

optimum pressure is usually about 1g-4 1orr.68
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The collisíon of ions r¿ith neuÈral_ molecules introduced

into the drift regíon of the mass spectrometer converts part of

the translational energy of the íons to internal energy.69'70

The Íncrease in Ínternal energy may be quite consíderable (more than

L2 ev ín one particular example69) whutr ions of high kinetic energy

(>1 kev) collide with neutral molecules. These higher-energy ions

urrdergo dissociatÍons whÍch may be observed ín the drift regions as

colll-sion-induced decompositions. These decomposiËions ín the

dríft region between the two sectors are detected as diffuse peaks

at a mass value equal to m22/m¡ for the process mI ì m2. Those

decomposítions occurring in the drift region preceding the electric

sector can be measured usíng the "metastable defocusing techniquett.64

In particular, the use of a Hitachi Perkin Elmer RMU-7 double-

focusíng mass spectroneter of reverse geornetryTl (í.e. an lnstrument

that has the relative positions of the electric and magnetic sectors

reversed) enabl-es the colLísion-induced spectrun of any ion to be

obtained. The ion in questíon is selecËed by the magnetic sector.

Subsequent decompositions of the ion between the tÌ\ro sectors can be

measured by scanning the electríc sector. The resulting Íon kinetic

energy spectrum obËained shows all producÈs from that partícular ion.

Jenníng$9 has investigated the collisíon-índuced dissocíaËions

in the positive mode of a variety of aromatic compounds. The

coli-ision-induced spectra are very símílar to the electron impact
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spectTa obtained under normal operating condiËions. Thís suggests

that there ls little difference between energy transfer by electron

impact or by collision followed by fragmentation. In other vlords '
the collisional energy is randomised prior Ëo fragmentatlon.69

Mclafferty et a168172'75 have carried out intensive

investígations of the behaviour of positive-ion collision-índuced

decomposítíons. The results show the collision-induced

decompositíons can be predicted by QET. Furthermore, an important

generalisatlon has been made regarding the mÍnimísatíon of

rearrangements by ernploying collisional actívation. Hígher energy

íons frequently decompose preferentially via direct cleavage rather

than via rearrangement,.56,76 Consequently, collision-induced

transitions (which generally occur from higher energy precursors than

do unimolecular metastable transÍtions) should decompose

preferentially by direct cleavage. A collision-induced process will

provide a lower probability for a rearrangement reaction only if a

competitive pathv/ay of high frequency is operative.T3 This feature

has bee.n applíed to the structure determinatÍon of some peptide

derívatives, I^Ihere the collisíon-induced transiÈions involving

sequence peaks (direc¡ cleavage) are absent in the corresponding

electron impact speetxa,TT A parËicular exampl-e is províded by

the oligopepËíde derivative Ac-Gly-41-a-Leu-OCH3. The electron
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fmpact spectrum contains a met,astable peak for the sequence pr:ocess

II
Ac-Gly-Ala' Ac-Gly', but the collísion-índuced spectrunt

gíves suffícÍent peaks for elucídation of the entire s"qrr.rrcu.75

Colllslon-induced dissocíations frequently gíve

íons than do the corresponding unimolecular metastable

Collisíon-induced spectra therefore provide additional

concerning both the mechanism of ion formation and the

of organic molecules.

more product

specÈra.68-69

informaËion

strucfures

3.4.4 Negative Metastable Ions

MetasÈable Eransitions are common in negatíve-ion specÈra.45,78'79

Most metastable peaks produeed in Ëhe drift region between the two

sectors are gaussian in shape, but some may be broad and flat topped.

An example of the latter type ís found for the loss of NO' from

substiÈuted nitrobenzene molecular anions.79t80 rn particular, Ehe

loss of NO' from p'dinit::obenzene involves the loss of 0.89 ev of

kínetic energy.So

The metastable ions formed in the drift region between the

two sectors can be detected by the usual magnetíc scan. Those formed

in the drift regíon preceding the electric sector are detected by the

rmetastable defocusÍng' technique.6+ Using the decreasíng electric
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sector potentíal methodpqrSl "n6 operating at maxímum sector potential

(180 volts) on the Hitachi Perkin Elmer Rl'fU-7D instrument, the

metastable íons in the drift region preceding the electric sector are

intensifÍed about l-0 tirnes over those formed in the region between

the two sectors.45 This enhancement Ís usually not sufficlent for

the sensitíve measurement of metastable transitions Ín negaÈive-ion

specEra. A metast,able defocusing unit requiring a secËor voltage

greater than that used by the commercial ínstrument was devised;45

thls unit gives metastabl-e ions approximately 100 times more intense

than those ment,ioned above.

3.4.5 NegaËive Metastable lon Decomposítions

The metastable defocusíng technique not onl-y allor¡s the

assignment of fragmentation pathways for negative ions but also

permits the detection of multistep sequences of metastable ions.

Bowie and HarË45 first reported tr,ro-step neËastâble decomposÍtíons

ín l--(acetoxy-2H3)-3-acetoxyflavone and 3-nitrophthalic anhydride.

The negatíve-1on spectrum of the flavone shows the processes

[M-CD2CO-CH3CO'] (m/e 341 +297 +254). These decompositions

are analogous to those of the acetoxyquinones.TSrB2 l{hen Ëhe electric

sector potential is reduced to 87 ,L7" of iËs normal value (i.e.

m2/m1 = 297/34L = 0.87f0) and a magnetíc scan carried out, the
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metastable ion (rn*) at m/e 258,7 for the process [M-cD2co] is

accornpanÍed by a peak (m**¡ for the tr,Io-step process IM-(CDzCO + CH3CO') ].

These fragmentatíons are shown in fig. 3.
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Fíg. 3. MetasÈable Decomposi.tions in the
NegatÍve-ion spectrum of
1- ( aee toxy-'tl r) -3-ace toxyflavone .

Three step metastable decompositions are rare in negatíve ions.

Nevertheless thís has been observed in emodin triacetate (1r6r8-tríacetoxy-

3*rne thyl-anthraquinone) . 4 5

3.4.6 Negative lon Kinetic Enerqy Spectroscopy.

Negative ion kinetic energy (NIKE) spectra can be obtaÍned by

monitoríng the ion beam passing through the electric sector when the
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sector volËage is varied contínuously at constanË acceleratíng

potential (cf. section 3.4.2). The NIKE spectrum provides an

accurate measure of all the metastable ions present. This 1s

demonstrated for the case of phenyl-(p-nitrophenyl)acetate45

(fig. 4), The molecular anion undergoes símple cleavage processes

(as shown in (1)) and the rearrangement reactions [M-PhOH] and [M-NO'].

A possible mechanlsm for the loss of PhOH is shown in (2)
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Fig. 4. NIKE spectn¡m of phenyl-(p-nitrophenyl)-acetate
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3.4.7 ColLisíon-Induced Dissociations of Negatíve lons

The molecular anions produced by secondary el-ecËron capture

have low internal energies (see Results and Discussion, Chap. 4)t

consequently cerËain molecular anions do not have enough energy to

allow fragmentation to proceed. There are also functional groups

which do not fragment in the negatÍve mode. It Ís therefore necessary

to increase the internal energy of these íons íf Èhey are to decompose.

The internal energy of a decomposÍng posÍtive ion can be

enhanced by increasÍng the energy of the íonlsing electrons. However

this method is not applícable for molecular aníons produced by

secondary electron capture.

Collision has been used to increase the internal energy of

molecular anions.45r83'85 A sample pressure of about 10-6 Torr ís

used. The collision gas ís íntroduced through a separate inlet

system into the drift regíon preceding the electric sector to a

pressure of about l0-5 Torr. Differential puurping is maÍntained in

the source and analyser regions. The gas used should

Í) not produce negatíve íons under the operating conditíons; and

ii) not undergo ion-molecul-e reactions.

The gases used Ínclude krypton, nitrogen, benzene and toluene.
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Alíphatic hydrocarbons (e.g. meËhane86) have been avoíded because

of the risk of ion-molecule reacËions. The collision-induced

dlssocíations produce daughËer anions l'rhÍch have sími1-ar properties

to the products of metastable ion decompositions,45'83 and they can

be detecËed in both fÍeld-free regions of the mass spectrometer.

Collísion acËívation has been used to force fragmenËations of

quinonesrS3 anhydrides rS3 k"torres, amidesS4 and carboxylíc acids.85

As an exampl-e, the molecular anion of p-nitroacetanílide fragments

to give only an No2- ion.79 The col-l-ision-índuced spectrum of this

compound contafns addítional peaks corresponding to the processes

IM-NO'l (m* = 125.0), (M-MeCO') (m* = 104.3) and [M-HNO2] (m* = 98.3).84

The collision-índuced speetrum of p-nit,roacetanílide obtained in the

drlft region betr¡een the two sectors by a magnetic scan is shown in

fig. 5.
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3 .4.8 Behaviour of various React.íons with Varyíng Pre.ssures of

Target Gas.

The internal energy of an anion undergoing col-lision

increases wit,l-r íncreasing pressure of the target gas.45 The

relative raÈes of various reactions with respect to increasing internal

energy of the decomposing ion have been investígated.45 The

generalísatíons from theír results have been useful especially in

classifying the varíous types of reactions.

There are essentially three Lypes of fragmentations which a

molecular anion can undergo. These are:-

1) simple cleavage reactionsST

2) rearrangement reacËíons (both hydrogen and skeletal)36'ee

3)'rapparenÈ rearrangementt' reactions.45

The relative rates of these reactíons may be determined by measuring

the relatÍve abundances of collísion-induced peaks wiËh Íncreasing

gas pressure. It has been demonstrat,ed that íf a molecular anion

fragments by competing cleavage and rearrangement Processes, the

rate of the simple cleavage process generally increas6more rapidly

than ËhaË of the competlng rearrangemenË.45 (Cf. the same effect

for posltive Íons, 3.4.3). An elegant example, is provided by

phenyl-(p-nitrophenyl)-acetate. The molecular aníon undergoes both

sirnple and rearrangement reactions45 (see section 3,4.6). Both
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rearrangement reacËíons ([M-NO'] and IM-PhOH]) proceed vla tíght

transiËion states. As the int,ernal energy of the decomposíng

molecular anion increases (with íncreasíng gas pressure), both

rearrangement ions suffer pronounced rel-ative deereases ín

abundance, whíl-el the sirnple cleavage ions increase ín relative

abundance. These variations are shor¡n in fig. 6.
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VariaËion of Abundances of meËasËab1e ions ín the
NIKE spectrum of phenyl-(p-nitrophenyl)-acetate
with pressure of co11ísion gas (Nz).

In the rrapparent realrangementrf reactions, the two reactíng

groups are remote from each other. A typical example involves the

loss of the elements of HNO2 from the molecul-ar anion of

p-nitrobenzoic acíd.79 The species lnvolved in the loss of HN02
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are shown in (3).

(3)

The collision-índuced NIKE spectra of p-nítrobenzoÍc acid

(measurecl usÍng differenÈ pressures of collision gas) show that

the [M-HNO2]r peak increases wíth the increasing pressure of

colllsion gas. The energetícs of this type of reacÈíon resemble

those of a símple cleavage reaction. It is therefore probable

that the observed metastable ions for such processes are due

to slmultaneous tlnTo-stage cleavage reactions rather than complex

rearrangemenf processes .

Further examples of the application of this techníque r^rill

be gíven in the discussion.

Ri*
o/-
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4, Negative-Ion }fass Spect::a

The mass spectrum is usually described in terms of the

relatÍve proportíons of the different ions produced when a

mol-ecule is bombarded wÍth ionising el-ectrons. trrlhen the electron

energy ís greater than 30-40 ev, the relatíve abundances of positíve

ions are usually independent of the electron energy. Consequently

the posítive-1on spectra of many compounds have been obEained under

such condiËions. Negati-ve-ion spectra cannot be símilarl-y tabulated

because of the complícatíons (sectíon 2) assocíated ¡^¡ith their

formatíon. The disadvantages encountered explain why negative-ion

mass specÈrometry has not been generally accepted as a viable

analytical technique.

The sensítivity of negative ion production is largely

related to Èhe type of molecules under investigatíon. Those

molecules with a hÍgh electron affíniÈy will tend to capture a

low-energy electron.

The majority of aliphatic compounds, some aromatic and

ínorganíc compounds do not form stable mole-cular anions.28t36

On the other hand, organometa]-lics with vacant metal orbítals or

wlth a suitable ligand, mêy accept an electron.2S'3r+ Similarly,

aromatic compounds (and some aliphatics) with at leasË one electron
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wíÈhdrarving group (e.g. NO2, CN) generally give molecular anions

under normal operatíng conditions of che mass spectrometer (1-3 x

10-6 Torr, 40-80 ev). These compounds often produce larger

negaËive-íon currents than the corresponding positive-ion currents.36

These molecular aníons are believed to be produced by the capture of

secondary electrons.ll'87r89 (See sectíon 1.2.4). Bowie and

co-workers36t78 have used such compounds Ëo investigate the

f ragment-atiors of varíous f unctional groups ín the negat,íve mode.

By selectíng the appropríate molecule RX v¡here R can accept an

electron to give RXî, they were able to determine clecomposíÈions of

X. The moiety R r.ras chosen such that, it will form a stable

molecular anion under normal operating condltions of the spectromeÈer.

The quinonylTS (4) and nítroptrenylTfs¡rnoieties were inítially chosen

for these studíes. Quinones form long-lived negative ions by capture

of thermal electrons via electron- andfor nuclear-excited Feshbach

resonances.90t9l The nitrophenyl group is an effÍcíent elecËron

capture group because of the electron r¡ithdrawing povTer of nítro

group and Ëhe low-energy vacant n levels in the molecule.92

Christophorou and co-workers93 have demonstrated that many

nitroaryl compounds form long-lived molecular anions via nuclear-

exclted Feshbach resonance.
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( 4)
(5)

The results of these, and other studies are gíven below ín a brief

survey of the negatíve-ion specLta of various classes of compounds.

4.L Hydrocarbons

The maJorlty of hydroearbons invesÈígated do not give molecular

anions between 0 and 70 ev. The most important ion at low energies

1" 9-94-99 which may be formed by dissociative processesg6-98 or by

l-on-pair production.96'98 The other fragment íons are usually

produced by the l-oss of H' , H2 or CH3' etc.

Aromatic trydrocarbons behave Ín a simÍ]ar !'tay to aliphatic

hydrocarbons.95 More complex hydrocarbons do form molecular anions
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by capture of low-energy electrons .26tro0t101

In general, negative-ion mass spectrometry Ís not particularly

useful for the ldentification of hydrocarbons.

4.2 Ha1-o-compounds

Halo-compouncls have been widely studied becatrse of the

variety and abundance of negaË1ve ions for¡ned. Most investigations

have been concerned with the determlnation of physical Parameters;

viz. capture cross-sectíon, íon l-ífetimes and electron affíníties.

Fluorocarbons do not generally gÍve molecular anions, but

yíeld fragment ions, the most importanË of which at both 70 ev and

low energies is F-.40 t102-ll0 Molecular anions have, hor^rever, been

deÈected 1n select cases at low elecl-ron energies (e.g. perfJ-uoro-

benzenelll), and at 70 ev (e.g. perfluorocyelobutane)10 ' 
110 'I12

LLkyLz2r92 r97 r99'li 1' 1I3-I2l and aryl chloríð.es22192 rarely give

molecular anions. The major Íons observed at both 70 ev and at low

energíes, are Cl- and tM-Cl']-.

The negatíve-ion spectra of halo:conpounds ate of limíted

value for structural investigations.
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4,3 Nitro compounds, Nitrones and N-oxides

The most inËense ion ín the negatÍve-íon spectra of nitroalkanes

1s NO2-.25 r 122-L2t+ Mol-ecular anions are detected in some cases (e.g.

nftromethane2 5¡ .

In contrasË, aryl nitro compounds give intense negative-ion

spectra.36 The parent compound, nÍtrobenzene, affords a pronounced

molecular anion by direct electron capture at less than l- ev22'L22

or by secondary electron capture at electron energies greater than

l-5 ev.ll The characteristíc fragment ions in the 70 ev spectra of

aryl nítro compounds are NO2 and [M-No']- ions.79'80,L25-127 The

loss of N0' ís believed to proceed by rearrangement t,o the nitrite

followed by fragmentation.S0 rl2T ProximiÈy effects are common in

o-substituted nítrobenzenes, and Ëhe spectra of such compounds are

often diagnostíc for structural purposes, even though the mechanísms

of particular proximlty effects may be complex.

Aromatic N-oxides, aromatic azory compounds and nitrones,

give intense molecular anions together with fragment ions arisíng by

símpJ-e cleavage proc.s".s.I28 The 70 ev spectra of aromatic N-oxídes

contaln molecular anions and tM-O]t íons. Aromatic azoxy compounds

and nj-trones undergo characteristic fragmentations as shown in

(6) and (7) respectivel-y.
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o+
A1 A'2 +

A1 CH- Arz

(6) (7 )

These negative-ion spectra are more ínformatíve than the

corresponding posf-tive-Íon spectra. The positive-íon spectra of

aromatfc azoxy compoundsrl29 aromatíc N-oxidesl30 and nítronesl3l

are complicated by fragment ions formed by complex rearrangements.

4,4 Esters and Anhydrides

The characteristic fragmentatíons of esÈers have been

examíned by high pressure methodsr3I and by the use of secondary

electron capture groups such as quinonylrTS nitrophenyl t79'132t133

and p-cyanophenyl.l33 The alkyl esters undergo the characteristíc

reactÍons [M-R'-CO2J as shown ín (B).78 Proximity effects may be

observed íf the ester group is adjacenÈ to the charge-conËaining

centre. For example the ester (9) undergoes Èhe process

lM-Ro' I .78
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R

-t

2-acetoxyanthraquinône (10), and the latter (

1-acetoxyanthraquÍnone (11) .

CH

a

-0

0

B (e)

Acetates decourpose by the sÍmple cleavage process [M-MeCo'17e

except, when the acetate group is adjacent to a quínold oxygen.

In this case the acetate fragments exclusively by a hydrogen

rearrangement process ¡t"t-cHrcO1.78 Ïhe operaË1on of the former

process (M-MeCO') is demonstrated for the molecular anion of

)(

t

( 10 )

3

(11 )
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Phenyl esters undergo more fragmentaËÍons Èhan the slmple

alkyl- esters. Thís 1s illustrat,ed for the phenyl p-nítrobenzoate

molecular anlon (fZ) . t'+s

NO2 0

(12)

Rearrangement ions are coÍìmon in the negative-ion spectra of

o-nitrophenyl- esters, and often constítute the base peaks ín the

spectra. A typical example ís provided by the molecular anion

of phenyl o-nitrobenzoaEe which undergoes the major process

IM-PhO'] . Thís elímination is belíeved to be preceded or

accompaníed by cyclisation between a nitro oxygen and the carbonyl

centre. 1 32

Maleic and phthalíc anhydrides form molecular aníons by

direct electron capture between 0 and 2 evl34-136 and by secondary

electron captuïe at electron energíes greater than 15 ev.135 The

molecular anions formed in this manner do not fragment, but they can

be made to decompose using collision activatÍon.83 For example the

collision activated molecular anion of maleíc anhydride ciecomposes

by loss of carbon monoxide.

a
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4.5 Amldes

The molecular anlons of símple aromatíc amídes fragment

after collísion actívatiof,r ê.g. see (13) and (14).79

NH Noz R

0
(13) (14)

NO H

The o-nitro isffiêr of (14) shows a proximity ef f ect involving the

elírnÍnatíon of a hydroxy radical ,79 'I27 The three ísomers of

nítrophenyltrif luoroacetan-i1ide gÍve entirely dif ferent negative-

ion spect'.a.l3T In contrast, the positive-ion spectra of these

isomers are very similar.

4,6 Carboxyli-c acíds

The negaÈive-ion spectra of alíphatíc mono-138 ttt¿

dicarboxylic acidsl39 usually contain pronounced [M-H'] ions.

Aliphatic dicarboxylic acids give molecul-ar anions of lovr

abundance together rvith fragment ions produced by the processes

lM-H2ol and [M-Hco2' 1 .13s
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The molecular anÍons of aryl carboxylíc acids generally

do not decompose. However collísion activated molecular anions

decompose by the process [M-HCO2'] . This has been observed for

anthraquíne carboxylic acíds, g-nitrobenzofc acid and

g-cyanobenzoLc acid . 85

Proximity effects have been detected for some o-substituEed

benzoic acids. For example the molecular anion of phthalic acid

ellrnínaÈes htater, a reaction which does not occur for the

corresponding m- and p-iso*.r". I 39 A further example is provided

by the molecul-ar aníon of o-nítrobenzoic acid which undergoes the

elíminatíons M-NO' -CO2.79

4.7 Aldehydes, Ketones and Quinones

Long chain aldehydes give useful negatíve-ion spectra for

structure characterísation.140 Ketenet4t and acetone97 tL42 yield

only fragment íons. However hexafluoroacetone forms a molecular

anion at 70 ev t,ogether with simple fragment ionsJ'106'143

The molecular aníons of aromatic aldehydes or ketones are

generally stable except when coll-isíon actÍvated. Thís is

demonstrated by the col-lísÍon activation spectrum of p-nitroaceto-

phenone, whích shows the decompositíons for the COMe group in the
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negaEive mode by the processes [(M-No')-Me'], [(M-No'-Me')-co],

I (M-No')-Meco' I and [(M-No')-cn2co] .83

Quinones form intense molecul-ar anlons at low electron

energies (<5 ev)90r144 and by secondary e1ectron capture.TS

The quinone moíety does not fragment under normal operating

conditions, buÈ collision activation induces decompositÍons of

the ring system. For example the collÍsÍon actÍvated 1r4-

naphthoquinone molecular anion undergoes Èhe eliminations

lM-cHo'I and [M-(cHo' + co) ].83

4.8 Nitríles and heterocycl-Íc compounds

Cy.anogenl45,lr+7 and alkyl cyanídesl24 produce CN- but no

parent anions. Intense molecular anions are obtained near 0 ev

for tetracyanoethylenel4S and dicyanoacetylene.l46 Benzonítrj,Le92

and other aryl nitriles4st135 ¡o¡¡1 molecular anions near O ev and

by secondary electron capture.

The negative-ion spectra of pyrrol"rl49 indolerl49

pyrídiner149' l5r atkyl pyridinesl5I and pyrid*r1tt"l51 contaín peaks

correspondíng to [M-H'] processes. The nitrophenyl nolety can be

used Eo direct fragmentaEions of a heterocyclic system an'd Èhis is

demonstrated by the negative ion spectrum of 1-(p-nítrophenyl)-Lr2r4-

txLazoLe.l52 The molecular aníon undergoes corlsecutive elimínation
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of 2 molecules of HCN as shown in Scheme (l-). If the nitrophenyl-

group Ís at positions 4 ot.5, the triazole ríng does not decompose.

HCN____> 0..+
N

o'-

N

Scherne l-

4.9 0rganosulphur compounds

Negative-ion mass spectral studies of organosulphur compounds

are rather límited. Nevertheless some studfes provide useful

informatlon.

Aryl thlols form molecular anions near o ev.l53 Thíoethers

also give molecular anions which undergo simple cleavage of the C-S

bond to give fragment fons.l53'154 The 70 ev specËra of

thioglycollfc acíds contaín parent ions and fragment ions produced

by hydrogen rearrangenentl55 as shown in Scheme (2).
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P

H

a

RS
CH d + RsH=

Scheme 2

B-Thloketothiol eslers produce molecular anions at 70 ev which

decompose by both sirnple cleavage and rearrangement processes.l56

Dialkyl and dÍarylsulphoxides, aryl sulphones, sulphonamides,

sulphonyl chlorides and sulphonate esters give simple but

charact,eristíc negative-ion spectra. I54

4.L0 Natural Products

Most of Ëhe ruork with natural products has been carríed out

uslng the special high pressure source of von Ardenne2l '46'47 (cf'

section 3.2). These studíes have been reviewed.31 157 158 A v¡Íde

range of natural products has been investigated, and several examples

have been selected in order to demonstrate the appl-icability of this

approaeh.

XanthonesI59 tn¿ flavones160 gíve negative-ion spectra

containing both parent and simple fragment ions. A partícular
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example is thuringion methyl ether (15) , vrhich f or:rns a molecular

anion Èogether with an [M-]Ie']- ion.

CH3 H3
ct C

Cå3O/ 0 0CH3

CI
( 1s )

Depsides and depsidones also give molecular anions and simple

fragment l-ons.l61'162 Simílarly, ríboflavin Ëype systems have

been demonsËrated to give useful negative-ion spectr".163-165

Steroí¿"166-168 
"rr¿ 

tríterpenesl69r 170 yield negatíve-ion

spect.ra but ion-molecule reactíons frequently produce ions which

glve peaks of mass hígher than the nolecular anions. Hence these

spectra must be interpreted with caution.

Perhaps the most elegant, application of ühís technique is

its use for the structure determination of the carídac

glycosides.tTl-175 These glycosídes do not give molecular

cations, but yíe1d pronounced molecular anions together hTith

simple fragment ions.

t
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4.LL Organometallics

Negat,ive-íon spect,ra have been reported for compounds

containing other non-metal elements and for some metal containing

materials. In partícul-ar malry invesËigations of the group IV

el-ements, especíally silícon and tín, have been carríecl out.176-l8l

The spectra of teÈramethylsilane and tetramethylstannane show

large [M-H']- ions. The stability of these ions has been

attríbuted to the pn-dn bonding of the central atom (Si, Sn) d

orbitals wíth p orbital-s on carbon.l76

Bowie and Nusseyl80 htn* studíed the phenyl derivatives of

elements of groups IV and V. The negatÍve-ion spectra of these

compounds contain parent ions together with [M-Ph']- ions.

A series of metallocenes has been investigated.lS2 The

cyclopentadienyl anion was observed in all spectra, and molecular

anions $tere recorded in some cases. For example nÍckelocene forms

long-lived parenL íons between o and I ev.l82

Transition metal carbonyls with the exception of V(CO) 5

do not give molecular anions . Theír spectra show the ions M(CO) 
r,

(n = 1-5).s7']83-187

The negative.-íon spectra of Shiffs base complexes (16)

[M = Ní, Co, Cu; X = O or NH) have been reported.l88 Molecular
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anions were detected together with fragmenË íons of small

abundances (except for the cases when M ='Nir Cu and X = 0).

The formatlon of the molecular anion is belíeved to be

accomplished by electron capture by the metal and noË the

ligand.188

x_
M

-N N=-
( 16 )
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5. TyDes of f'ragmentaEions - A Sumnary

5.1 Símple Cleavage Reactíons

Mol-ecular anions undergo both sÍmple cleavage and complex

reactions. Many of these símple cleavage reactíons can be

rationalísed87 by schemes (4) and (5) as shown.

Y'Y-

\ <+

Scheme 4

Y-

4

Scheme 5

Not all molecular anions undergo all the fragurentations shown

but decourpositions may be one or more of those índicated. Simple
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cleavages generally occur d to the negaËive or radical centre,

or a to some atom (or group of atoms) in conjugation with the

negative/radical centre.

5,2 Rearrangement Reactlons

Many rearrangement reactions are known 1n negative ions,

but it ís not possible aÈ this stage to write general mechanisms

for these reactíons. It is the purpose of this work described

ln thÍs thesls to investigate the occurrence and mechanisms of

partícuLar rearrangement reactions. [,le have chosen to examine

those reactíons which have counterparts in positfve-Íon mass

spectrometry. In Chaptet 2, we describe the first retro-Diels-

Alder reactions reported for negative ions. ChapEer 3 deals with

the proximity effects of salicylates and anthranilates while

Chapter 4 is devoËed to a discussion of more complicated reactions

which occur for organosulphur compounds.



Chapter 2. The Retro-Diels-Alder Reaction in Negative-Ion

Mass Spectrometry.
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l. General

The el-ectron-ímpact Índuced retro-Díels-Alder reactíon is one

of the most important processes oceurring in Ëhe positive-ion spectra

of organíc compounds containíng the cycl-ohexene moiety.l89=I92 This

process ís diagnostic for the structural determínation of polycyclic

compounds includíng many terpenoids, steroids and other natural

products.l93

There have been tÌ^Io suggestions made concerníng the possible

mechanism of the retro process occurring in positive ions. The

stepwise process shown in scheme (2-L) is favoured by Budzikiewícz,

Brauman and DjerassirlS9 and ís based upon the char6pdistrÍbution

between fragmentatíon products and on energetic considerations.

+-t-+

---à

Scherne (2-I)

On the other hand, Doughertyrl94 or theoretical grounds preferred

the concerted mechanísm depicted in Scheme (2-2).

tl
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+ +

tl

Scheme (2-2)

The widespread occurrence and application of this reaction

in posítive-ion mass spectromet.ry, has prompted us to invesLigâte

whether simil-ar decompositions occur in the negative mode. The

first syst,em to examine Ís one containíng the cyclohexene unit.

However such compounds do not give molecular anions under normal opereting

conditions of the mass spectrometer (70 ev, I x 10-6 torr) without the

presence of a suítable electron-capture grouP in the molecule. The

nitrotetralin system l¡râs chosen for the initial study for two reasons.

Fírstly, the nit,rophenyl substltuent will function as an electron-capËuTe

group. Secondly, ít is conceivable that the initial loss of NO' from

the nolecular anion ¡1111 yield a phenoxide anion which may decompose further

by a 'rretro-Díe1s-Al-der" reaction as shown Ín Scheme (2'3).
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-NO-

Noz

Scheme çZ-Z)

Both the 5- and 6-nitrotetralins yield íntense molecular

anlons together wÍth pronounced NO2 ions. The retro process is absent,

in both spectra. Furthermore, losses of N0' are very small j.n both

spectra (< L% of the base peak), hence reducing the possíbility of any

"retro-Dlels-A1der" decompositions from [M-NO']- íons. These results

are not surprisÍng, as the retro process in cyclohexene type systems

rrill lnvolve cleavages of several- C-C bonds. Decompositions involving

cleavages of C-C bonds are generally not favourabl-e for molecular

anions which have low internal energies (see Chapter 4). 0n the other

hand, Ëhe aryl O-C bond fragments rsith relative ease in the negative

mode.79 Consequently it was anticipated that Ëhe corresponding benzo-

pyran systems rnay fulfil the conditions required for the occurrence

of the retro process. The nftrochromans @ee below) were thus chosen

for investigation.
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2. The Ni trochromans .

The negative-ion spectra of the nítrochromans (2-L) - (2'4)

are recorded in table (2-L).

Noz

(2-L)

(2-2)

(2-3)

(2-4) Oz

5

6

7

8

0

Table 2-L N tive-ion mass s tra of the Nitrochromans.

M-
M M-HO. -CZH,* M-NO. M-(C2Ha + N0') (CzHq+N0'+co) Noz

78

11

10

77

(2-L)

(2-2)

( 2-3)

(2-4)

0.1

0.1

0.1

5

The spectta of the nitrochromans are íntense and raËher similar

except for the varíations ín relative abundances of the fragmenË ions.

The molecular anlons of the 5- and 7-nltrochromans ((2-1) ' 
(2-3))

undergo the decompositions [t"t-C2tta-N0'-CO] to a comparable extent.

L.2

4

30

7

0

7

r.7100

100

1.00

100

2

1

0

5

5
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The spectrum of (2-1) conËaíns additíonal peaks produced by the

processes [M-HO'] and IM-NO'1. The decomposition [M-HO'] must

therefore be assoclaËed with the proximíty of the nitro group to

the reactíon site (i.e. heterocyclíc ring). No metastable

transitÍons Ì{ere detected for any of these decompositíons.

The mol-ecular anions of 6- and B-nítrochromans (2-2 and 2-4)

undergo the decompositions [M-C2Ha-NO'-CO] to a comparable extent.

The retro process [M-C2Ha] is substantiated by a metastable transiËion

ín both spectra.

2.1 . The Process tM-C2H4l

The fragment ion produced by the reËro-Diels-Alder process

[M-C2H4] is more promínent in the spectra of the 6- and B-

nítrochromans (= 7% of the base peak) than that of the 5- and 7-

nitrochromans (= 0.37" of the base peak). In other words, the process

fs favoured ín compounds where the nitro group is in conjugatíon with

the phenolÍc oxygen. It seems therefore that the nitro substituent

is acting more than an electron-capture group and appears to play a

defínite role in the retro process. As a coossqgsngs, ít seems

unlikely that the ret,ro process ís proceedÍng vía the simple
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electrocyclic rnechanism depicted ín a. +

0

NOz

Collision excítation studies have been carried out with

compounds (2-Z) and (2-4) in an attempt to determíne the nature

of the retro process. The other isomers, (2-1) and (2-3), r¡rere

not sinilarly sËudied because of the absence of netasÈabl-e transition

for the retro process. The NIKE spectra of both compounds (2-2 and

2-4) were measured usíng pressures of added col1-ision gas (Nz) ranging

from 1 x 10-6 - 3 x 10-5 torr. in the first drift region of the

mass spectrometer. The abundances of the ions produced by the

+' LabellÍng studÍes have not been carried out in thís system to

substantlate the fragment loss from positions CZ - C3 , buË such

studies have been undertaken for the nitro-1r3-benzodioxans (see

section 4).

CI
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collision lnduced process [M-C2Ha] were compared wíth those of the

direct cleavage process [M+NO2']. The results show Ín both cases

that the abundanees of the ions produced by the colllsion-induced

process [M-C2H4] increase dramatically with respect to the competing

simple cleavage process [M+NO2:] wlth increasíng pressure of the

collísíon gas. This behaviour resembles that of a direct cleavage

reaction4s çsee Chapter 1, section 3.4.8) and suggests a sËepwise

mechanism for the elímination of C2ft from the mol-ecular anions of 6-

and B-nitrochromans (see scheme (2-4) for Èhe case of (2-2)).

S cheme (2-4)

In order to further clarify the effect of the niËro group

on the exËent of the retro process, íË was decided to study systems

which would undergo such processes by the cleavage of tr¿o C-0 bonds.

The nltro-L14- and Lr3- benzodíoxans were chosen for the purpose.

)
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3. The Ni tro-l 4-benzodi oxans

The specÈra of (2-5) and (2-6) are recorded ín table (2-2)

whlle that of (2-7) Ís illustrated ín fíg. (2-1).1

R
3

0

R2

R2

H

Noz

Noz

O

R1
R1 R3

H2-5

2-6

2-7

Noz

H

H

ÏI

Noz

Table (2-2) Nesative-íon mass spectra of (2-5) and (2-6).

M M-C2H4 M-NO M-(C2Ha + No')
M-(C2H+ +
NO' + CO)

2-5

2-6

The spectra of (2-5) and (2-6) show the decomposÍtÍons

[M-CzH4-NO'-C0] and [M-NO'] to a comparabl.e exËent, with the

abundances of the [M-CzH+]= peaks forming L5% of the base peak in

Noz

40

10

t A1L figures are placed in a lift out section aË the end of each

1

1

2

3 o.2

0.315

15100

100

chapter
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both cases. The spectruur (fig . 2-L) of the dinitro compound (2-7)

again shows the siurllar decomposÍËfons [M-C2Ha-NO'-C0] and [M-NO'l as

for the mononitro compounds. The molecular anlon of. (2-7) , ín

contrasË to those of (2-5) and (2-6), undergoes the retro process to

furnish the base peak of the spectrum, hence demonstrating the effect

of the number of nitro substiÈuents upon the extent of the retro

process.

2)

In summary, the speetra of. the nitro-lr4-benzodÍoxans show;

that the exlent of the retro ,process 
is dependent upon the

number of nitro groups, and

that the dístance of the nitro group from the oxygen atoms

does not appear to affect the extent of the retro reaction

lf the nitro group is in conJugation with one of the ring

oxygens.

1)
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4. The Nitro-l,3-benzodiöxans

The nltro-lr3-benzodioxans chosen for study are lísted below.

R

2-B

2-9

2*10

2-LL

2-L2

2-13

2-t4

2-L5

The spectra of 5-, and 6- and 7.-nitro-lr3-benzodíoxans

(2-8, 2-9, and 2-10) are shown in ftgs. (2-2) - (2-4), while

Èhat of the B-nitro isomer (2-1f), whfch is very simÍlar Èo the

spectrum of (2-9), is recorded Ín table (2-3). The spectra of

the 2-methyl-nítro-1r3-benzodíoxans are also recorded 1n table

e-3) .

1

3

2N

Noz R

H

H

H

H

Me

Me

Me

Ife

5

6

7

8

5

6

7

I
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Tabl-e (2-3). Negatíve-ion spectra of (2-11) - (2-15).

M -CH2O

M.

(cH2o + Ho')

M-

(cH2o + No')

M.

(cH2o+No+co)

2.LL

2-12

2-L3

2-I4

2-L5

Noz

43

30

8

33

30

The specËra of (2-8) - (2-l-1) show the peaks aË m/e 151, L2L,

93 corresponding to [M-30-30-Co], which could aríse from eiÈher the

processes [M-NO'-CH2O-CO] or [M-CH2O-NO'-CO]. In the absence

of hÍgh tesolution data, it is only possÍble to unequivocally

distlnguísh between the two possibilities by labellÍng studíes. However

the spectra of the 2-methyl-lr3-benzodioxans shor¿ the fragmenÈations

IM-MeCIiO-NO'-CO] which would tend to indícate the operation of the

processes [M-CH2o-No' -co ] f or Êhe comp.ounds ( 2-B) - ( 2-l-1) . The

extent of the tetro process [M-RCHO] varies markedly for the different

ísomers. As a consequence, there are a number of questions Ëo be

answered concerning the nature of this reaction. Among these questions

are; wtrat is

1) the orlgin of the enËity RCH0?

2) the specificíty of the react,ion?

t2

3

3

1

0.8

11

10

5

100

9

90

100

100

l_00

82

100

4
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3) the role of the nÍtro group? and

4> the mechanism(s) of the process?

A study of the labelled derivatives listed below was carríed

out in order to establish the origin of the species elÍrnínated

(RCHO), and hence the specifícíty of the reacËlon.

0 R

R

Noz

X

NO R

D

D

D

x

r6o

r6o

r60

2

2-16

2-L7

2-L8

2-L9

2-20

2^2L

2-22

2-23

2-24

5

6

7

H

H

II

5

6

7

r80

r8o

180

r80

r80

r8o

D

D

D

5

6

7
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0 H3

18

Noz

2-25

2-26

2-27

The spectra of the D2-derivatives , (2*L6) - (2-18), show the

retro processes to correspond to [M-CD2O], hence demonstrating that

the peaks at m/e 151 in the spectra of (2-8) - (2-11) we.re noÈ

produced by Ëhe process [M-NO']. Furthermore, these spectra show that

the two deuterium atoms are specífícal-ly el-imlnated from C2, hence

disrnissing the possibil-ity of any hydrogen scrambling occurríng

prior to or accompanying these decompositions.

The spectra of the l8O-derívatlves, (2'L9) ' (2-2L), show the

operation of the retro processes [M-CHzttO]. Again no aËom scramblíng \{as

detected ín these decompositions. The specíes elímínated (CHZO) must

therefore originate from the 2-3 positíons, and thís ls confÍrmed by

Ëhe spectra of the D2,18O-derivatives, (2-22) - (2,-24) whÍch show Ëhe

deconnpositíons [M-CD2180]. Simí1ar1y, the spectra of the 180-2-methyl-

Noz

5

6

7
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nftro-Ir3-benzodioxans, (2-25) (2-27), show the elirnínations

lM-MecHlsol .

The spectra of the unlabel-led compounds, (2-B) - (2-11), show

that the relative abundances of the peaks produced by the retro

processes depend urarkedl-y upon the posÍtion of the nitro group.

The order observed ís 7-N02>5-NO2>>6-NO2r$-¡62.

In order Ëo determine the role that the nítro group plays in

the retro process, it was decíded to defermine the relat,ive extents

of the ínitial aryl O-C and benzyl C-0 bond cleavages by resorËing

to a study of the spectra of some model compounds. The compounds listed

below r¿ere selected for this purpose.

ON.1e Me

Noz
lu-ueoI-

57(

o.5%

12%

D3 otao t

Noz

(2-28)

(2-2e)

( 2-30)

lu-r.re'l-
]-:07"

t7"

30%

(2-31) o

(2-32) m

(2-33) p.

e

o

m

¿
N

e

Noz

(2-34)

f=22%
(It-cD3l-= Loo7"

(2-3s)

Mr = 100%

[M-Meo'l- = 37"

lM-cD3'l- = 6%
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Ttre spectraT9 of the nitroanísoles , (2-28, - (2-30), show the

abundances of the fragment íons [M-Me']- in the order ¡gfortho>>meta

(exact abundances measured with respect to Èhe molecular anions (base

peak) are shown above). The spectra of the nitrobenzyl meËhyl ethers,

(2-3L) - (2-33), shorv a similar rrend for the abundances of Ëhe [l'f-Meo']-

íons. The results demonstrate that the posit,íon of the nitro group relative

to the reaction site markedly affects the abundance of the fragment anÍon.

The relatlve ease of cleavage of the aryl 0-C and benzyl C-O bonds can

be determined from the spectra of (2-34) anct (2-35). The spectrum of

(2-34) contaíns a molecular anion togeËher with the fragment ion

IM-CDg']- as the base peak. The model compound (2-35) r¿as anticípated to

show precísely the reverse sítuation to that of (2"34). Here the

CH2OMe group would be expected to be the more favoured fragmentaÈion

síte. ConËrary to expectatíon, the molecular aníon decomposes

competítively ro yíe1d the fragment ions [M-cD3']- and [M-Meo']- with

the relative abundances of 6 and 37".

The results from the study of the model eompounds indicate thaE

the cleavage of the aryl O-C bond ís favoured in systems where the

nitro group is in conjugation wíth the phenolíc oxygeî, Ù.for the

6- and 8- nítro compounds. If the inítial cleavage of the aryl O-C

bo¡d ís controllíng the rate of the reactíon, then the exËent of the

retro process should be more promínenÈ in the 6- and B-nitro

compounds. However the spectra show more pronounced retro Processes
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for the 5- and 7-niËro ísomers. It appears therefore that the

cleavage of the second bond musÈ be rat,e determining. The faclle

cleavage of the 1-2 bond of the 5- and 7-nÍtro ísomers points to

the operation of a 1or¿ activatíon energy process, e.B. a concerted

reactíon ís ín b (for the case of the 7-nltro isomer).

o-

b

On the other hand, the relatively difficult 3-4 bond cleavage of

the 6- and B- nítro isonrers suggests a process of higher activaËion

energy, e.B. a stepwise process c+d (for the case of the 6-nítro

isomer).

0-

Collision-induced studíes on these compounds ÍIere carried out

in order Ëo clarífy the nature of the retro processes. The NIKE

spectra of the compounds \^rere measured usíng pressures of added collísíon

gas (N2) ranging frorn 5 x 10-6 - 10-4 torr. ín Ëhe fírst dríft region

of the mass spectrometer. The abundances of the Í.ons produced by the

)
+

d
c
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collision-i.nduced retro process IM-RCHO] were compared with those of

the direct cleavage process ttU-+frfdl . The NIKE spectra of (2-B>,

(2-10) , (2-I2) and (2-L4) (the 5- and 7-nÍtro compounds) showed that,

*[**N6Z-] , K¡tt_nCUO]? r^IiËh increasÍng col1ísion gas pressure,

whereas those of (2-9), (z-LI), (2-13) and (2-14) (the 6- and B-nítro

compounds) showed the reverse behavíour, i.e. K¡u_RcHo]= , KIM+NOz 
]

wíth íncreasing collisi.on gas pressure. If Ít ís assumed thaÈ the

rates of NO2- formation are coilparable in these cases, then Ëhe former

retro proce-ss i-s one of low acÈivation energy (Í.e. it resenbles a

rearrangement reaction45) and the latter process ís one of higher

actívatlon energy (1.e. ít resembles a direct eleavage reaction45).

Thís evÍdence supports the earlier suggestions but it does not allow

unequivocal dífferentiation betwee-n Èhe concerted and stepwíse

mechanísms.

In order to have concrete evídence for the operatlon of the

various mechanisms, ít would be necessary to know acËivatíon energíes

of the retro processes together wíth the bond dissociation energies

of the aryl O-C and benzyl C-O bonds of these compounds. However we

have been unable to determj-ne the activation energÍes because of the

difficulty ínvolved in the accurat.e measurement of the appearance

potenÈials of the species formed by secondary electron capture.l33
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4.1. Proximíty Effects

The spectra of the 5-nftro compounds, (2-8) and (2-L2), contain

an additional peak (at m/e 134) produeed bylhe process [(M-RCHO)-HO'].

Its formation is diagnostic of the 5-nitro substituent and must

therefore be associated with the proxirnity of the nitro to the reaction

site. The ellmínatíon of an hydroxyl radical frorn the [M-RCHO]= íon

ís depícted in e.

0

+ ll

O 0

e
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5. A Summary

It has been shown that the molecular anions of níErochromans '

nitro'1r3-benzodíoxans and nitro-Lr4-benzodÍoxans undergo retro-

Díe1s-A1der reactions. The extent of the reaction ís dependent upon

the posítion of the nÍÈro grouP relat,ive to the oxygenated ring ín

the nitrochromans and nitro-Lr3-benzodioxans. Label-líng studies

demonstrate Èhe process to be specific for the nitro-lr3-benzodioxans.

Furthermore it has been shown by collision excÍtation studies that

the ret,ro processes occurring in the 5- and 7-nitro-1r3-benzodioxans

have lower actÍvation energies than those of the 6- and B-nitro-lr3-benzo-

díoxans. It seems that these reËïo processes, although rbpparently

simplett and diagnostlc for st.ructural purposes , ate in fact mechanistieally

complex.
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Chapter 3. Proximtty Effects in the Negatìve-Ion

l'lass Spectra of Salicyìates and

Anthrani I ates .
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l. General

Proximity effecËs are coiltmon in the positive mode when two

or more groups are adjacent to one another. Perhaps one of Èhe most

widely studied of all is Ëhat which occurs for benzoic acÍd

derivatives.l9S-I99 This ortho effecÈ is highly díagnostÍc and is

íllustrated Ín scheme (f-f¡.

OH

X= O, NH or S.

Scheme (3-1)

Because of the widespread occurrence of such ortho effects in posítive

ions, iË was of inËerest to investigate whether símílar rearrangements

occur for negaÈive ions. Negatíve-ion studies of salicylates,

anËhranilates and thíosalicylates are described in the following

secËions.
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2. Sa'licvlates, Anthrani I ates and Thi osal i cylates.

The followÍng sal-icylaÈes, anthranilates and thiosalícylates

were selecËed for a prelÍminary ÍnvestigaËíon.

XRr

COzRz

COMPOI]}ID R2

Me

Ph

CH2Ph

Ph

Me

Ph

Ph

3-1

3-2

3-3

3-4

3-5

3-6

3-7

x

0

0

0

R1

H

H

H

H

H

H

D

NH

S

S

S

The 70 ev spectra of compounds (3-1) - (3-7) are listed in
!

table (3-1).t The spectra of (3-1) (3-4) are very weak and conËain

molecular anions of low abundance together with peaks corresPonding

to the ions [l.t-e2OH]' and [M-RZ'] No metastable transitions

subsËantiaÈe these decompositíons and consequenÈl-y the peak at

[M-RzOH] may be produced by a concerted process or a stepwise route,

e.g. [M-RZ'-HO']. The spectra of. the sutphur analogues, (3=5) and

+ All tables are placed aÈ the end of thls Chapter'
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(3-6) are more intense but agaln contaín no metastable peaks

to substantiate the fragmentatíons. The spectrum of the urethyl

ester (3-5) shows no peak ât a nass val-ue equal to [M-MeOH]. In

contrast, the [M-PhOH]= ion from (3-6) forms the base peak of the

spectrum. The spectrum of the deuterated derivatÍve (3-7) contaíns

the peak at [M-PhOD], hence demonstrating that the hydrogen attached

to sulphur ís specifÍcally involved ln the elimínatíon,. Nonetheless

the process may be concert,ed [M-PhOH], or steprvise, vLz. [M-H'-PhO'],

lM-Pho'-H' I or [M-Ph'-Ho' ] .

The major fragmentatíons of the molecular anÍon from (3-1

(3-7) may be summarísed Ín scherne (3-2).

"-H
X=-

X=O,NH,S

-R' H

OR

0 ?

-t-l o'
H

Scheme (3-2)
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The most interesting process is [M-ROH], which may be achieved in

either a concerted or stepwise manner. The st.epwise process requires

consecutive eliminations of R' and an hydroxyl radÍcal from the

molecular anion. Such eliminaÈions are not favourable on energetic

grounds a¡rd this has been demonsËrated by the negative-ion specËra of

anËhraquinone aceËaÈes.78 On Èhe other hand the molecular.anion may

decompose in a one-step process but there ís no evÍdence Ëo substantiate

such a process. Consequently more intense specÈra contaíning

meËastable peaks are required in order to determine the decomposition

pathway(s) of Ëhe molecular anions. The nitro derivatíves of the

above compounds are thus appropriaËe for further ÍnvestigaËions.
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3. 5'Ni trosa li cy lates and 4-Ni troanthrani I ates.

The nitrosalicylates and nÍtroanthranilates produce intense

negative-ion spectra containing metastable peaks. The nitro group

which enhances the stability of the molecular anion must be isolated

from the reaction site because of Ëhe possibílity of ortho elíminaËions

taking place between the nitro group and another substiÈuenË. As a

consequence, the follor^ling compounds were chosen for this study.

OX

C02RNoz

3-B

3-9

3-10

3-l_1

3-L2

3-13

3-L4

3-l_5

3-16

3-L7

X

H

D

H

D

R

Me

Me

Ph

Ph

Ph

gMeOC6H4

¿MeC5H4

gclcjtt4

¿MeCOC5H4

PNoz

Me

H

H

H

H

H
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Noz NXz

OzR

XR

3-18 H Me

3-I9 H Ph

3-20 D Ph

The specËra (fíg. 3-1 and 3-2) of the methyl and phenyl esters

(3-B and 3-10) are characteristic of the compounds in this series. The

specLrum (fig. 3-1) of the meËhyl ester (3-8) shor¿s Èhe major

decompositíons of the molecular anion corresponding to [M-Me -COz]

and [M-MeCO']. These eliminations are characterÍsËic of the ester

Broup.78r132 FurËhermore, the spectrum also contains a Latge tl'f-H']-

fragment ion, an íon frequently observed in the spectra of phenols.79

The peak at m/e 46 (NO2-) demonstrates Lhe presence of Ëhe nitro group.

The loss of l"feOII from Èhe molecul-ar aníon Ëo yield a smal-1 peak

at m/e 165 is substanËiated by the appropriate meËasËable Ëransition.

The [M-MeOH]t ion decomposes further by Ëwo consecutive losses of

carbon monoxÍde.

The spectruro (fig. 3-2) of the phenyl ester (3-10) is much

sÍmpler than that of the methyl esÈer (3-B) . In contrasË to (3-B) 
'
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the molecular anion of (3-10) fragments by loss of PhOH to furnísh

base peak in the specËrum. The other characteristic eliminaÈionst

[M-Ph'], [M+PhO-] and [M+NO2 ] are present Èo a lesser exËenË.

spectra of the nitroanthranilates (3-18, 3-19) exhibit similar

decompositÍons and are recorded ín table (3-2).

The

3.1. The Process tM-ROHl

The occurrence of the process [M-ROH] Ín the spectra of Ëhe

nitrosalicylates and nítroanthranilates has been substantiaËed by the

appropriaËe metasËable transiÈion ín all cases. The spectra of the

deuterated derivatives (3-9, 3-11, 3-2O), show the operation of the

process IM-ROD], hence demonstrating thaÈ Ëhe elimination specifically

involves the hydroxyl or amino hydrogens.

If the hydroxyl hydrogen is replaced by a subsËituent, the

ortho eliminatíon does not occur. This is shorvn by Ëhe sPecËrum

(table 3-2) of phenyl 2-methoxy-5-nitrobenzoate (3-12) which contains

the molecular anion and a maj or fragmenL ion (base peak) due to loss

of Me'. No peak is observed for the ortho elimínation.

The large abundance of the [M-Me'] ion together with the lack

of other obvious competing fragmenËations affords some indicaÈion of

the relative ease of thisFocess. It ís probable thaË the driving

force for this decomposition is provided Ëo some extent by the resonance

Ëhe
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stabil-isaËion of the product anion as depicted in scheme (3-3).

OCHr
'-c H

€
+.

o-rI-o-
*7

O2Ph

o./ 2Ph

Scheme (3-3)

The complete absence of the rearrangement process [M-PhOMe]

is expected j-n view of the occurrence of the competíng direct

cleavage reaction. Furthermore, this rearrangement process, in

contrast to the elimination of PhOH frorn the mol-ecular anion of

(3-l-0), wÍ11 be even less favoured in Èerms of geometrical and

perhaps electronic requirements for the reacËion, as it is r^¡ell knor'rn

thaË the hydrogen atom migraËes faster than a methyl group and can

form bonds in all dÍrections.54

IË is interestÍng to note that the molecular anions from the

corresponding acids do not undergo the o-r]qÞq elimínation [M-H2O].

For exanple the molecular anion of 5-nitrosalicyl-Íc acíd decomposes

largely by the processes [M-H'] and tM-òH] which are characÈerisËic

of a subsËiËuted m-nitrobenzoi-c aeid.79 In a further attemPt Ëo

investi-gate the naLure of the oitho eliminaËíon, a study of the

effect of varying the substÍtuent on the aryl- grouP was underËaken.

+
N
Ir
o

ozPrr
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3.2. The Hammett Plots

For the reacÈion M ì Ar Èhe Hanrnett equatíon20o has been

rrodified by Mclafferty ancl Bursey20r'202 into Ëhe form

, z,Iog lzo = oP

where z = l|l/lyil and z = zo when Lhe substituent = H' tA] is the

ÍnLensiry of the daughter ion and [M] is the intensity of Èhe parent

ion. The theoreËical basis of this approach depends on Ëhe QU148"SZ

of mass spectra. Initially z was equated Lo k (rate consÈanL for the

reaction M -.ì A) and the results were rationalised in terms of the

effect of the substÍtuent upon the rate of the reactÍon' Hor'rever iÈ

was shown203 1"t.r t}.at z depends not only upon the rate of Ëhe

reaction concern but also upon the rates of all otheT competing

reacËions, and the proporÈion of both parent and daughter iofis which are

able Èo fragment. In spíte of its limiÈations, this approach has been

widely used in positive-ion mass spectromeÈry for the study of

substituent effects on ion decompositions. The applications and

lirriËations of Èhe meEhod have been revier'red.202'204 This approach

has also been reeently applied in negative-Íon mass sPecÈrometly'132tI33

tr^Ie have applÍed the method in an attempt to study the effect

of subsLÍtuents on the relative abundances of fragment anions

produced by simple cleavage and rearrangement reactions. SÍnce the

orth_o pïocess ís most prominent in the phenyl esters (e'g' 3-10) '
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The slope of the plot from the simple cleavage process (B)

demonsLraLes the effecÈ of the substituents on the decomposit,ion.

Its value (p = 0.75 ! 0.2) is within the range (-1:6 to 5.0) of that

observed for simple cleavage reactíons in earlier studies.132r133

0n the other hand, the ortho rearrangement process has'a p value of

zero, hence indÍcaÈing thaL the process is Índependent of Ëhe nature

of the substituents.

3.3. The Mechanism for the Process tM-ROHl.

InIe have shown that Ëhe ortho elimination ís a rearrangement

reacËion rvhich can be besË represented by the general process

depicted in scheme (3-3).

o

Scheme (3-3)

The radical anion [M-ROH]= from the salicylaËes decomposes by

consecutj-ve losses of two uníts of carbon monoxide. The origins

of these losses are noÈ knor'rn even Ëhough ít appears f.rom scheme

(3-3) that the loss of carbon monoxide should Ínvolve Ëhe carbonyl

unít of the original ester group. It is of interest in this contexË

to describe the behaviour of salicylates in the posi.tive mode.

The molecular cation of salicylic acÍd undeïgoes orEho elimination

*è

R
+'

-N
o-o

1.'
o-ry -

ó-
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of waËer to give a cation a which fragmenLs by consecutlve l-osses

of tr¡ro molecules of carbon monoxíde.
r)

+

2)

Occol-or¡ítr2}S yr^" shornm by 14c labelling that the fÍrst loss of

carbon monoxíde ínvolves a ring carbon (see a).

I{e have synthesed the I80-phenyl êster (3-2L) ín order to

determíne Ëhe origins of the l-osses of carbon monoxide in the

negative mode.

0fl

NO
0f%

2
t8

( 3-21 )

The negatÍve-ion spectrurn of (3-2L) shows the decompositíons

IM-PhOH-CI8O-CO], hence denonstrating that the first loss of carbon

monoxíde origÍnates from the carbonyl- of the original esËer grouP.

It also shows Ëhat the fragment ions [M-ROII] decompose differently

ín the positive and negaËive modes.

o
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4. 3-Hvdroxv-5-nitrobenzoates and 3-Amino-5-nitrobenzoates

In conËínuing our investigations on ortho effects, it was

necessary to exanine the decompositions of compounds where all

three substÍtuents are renote from one anoÈher. The follorving

compounds were selected for this sÈudy.

R1

R1

C OzRz

3-22

3-23

3-24

3-25

3-26

3-27

H

Noz

x

0

0

0

NH

NH

NH

H

D

H

H

D

R2

Me

Ph

Ph

Me

Ph

Ph

The spectra of, (3-22) and (3-23) are illusËrated in figs.

(3-4) and (3-5) whÍle Ëhose of (3-25) and (3-26) are listed in

table (3-4).

The spectrum of the meÉhy1 esËer (3-22) is characterÍsed by the

mol-ecular anion (base -peak) , a large [l'f-l] peak, and a number of
I
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other fragmeirt ions of low abundance. Analyses of these decomposítíons

show that they are characteristíc of the presence of three isolated

substiËuenrs, viz. nitro ( [M-No'], [t,I -+uO2-] , [l,i-tttlo2]) ;79

methoxycarbonyl, ( [u-t"te- Coz]) ;7 I and hydroxyl, ( tM-H' I ) . 79 In

contrast to the spectrum (fig. 3-1) of methyl nitrosalicylate (3-8)'

no peak corresponding to Ëhe eIÍrnination [],I-ROH] was deËecÈed.

The specLrum (fig. 3-5) of the phenyl esËer (3-23) conËains

the molecular anion (base peak), a large [M-H'] p..k and a sma1l peak

at m/e 165 corresponding to the [M-PhOH]= iorr. The decomposition

leading to the formation of the [lt-phOtt]= íon, although unexpected,

is substantiaÈed by a meËastable Ëransition. This process corre-sponds

to [M-PhOD] in the spectrum the deuterated derivative (3-24), hence

demonstrating that the hydrogen atom involved in the eÏ-mination

orÍgÍnates specifically from the hydroxyl function.

The amino analogues ((3-25) - (3-27)) exhibit simílar

decompositions to the hydroxy esters although there are some mínor

differences. In particular, the methyl esËer (3-25) affords an

intense molecular anion (base pealc) and a small [t"t-l'teCO2']- ion.

No peak corresponding to the [M-MeOH] process v¡as deËecÈed. The

phenyl esters (3-26 and 3-27) shorv Ëhe major decompositions [M-PhOH-CO].
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4. 'l . The Process tM-PhOH I .

There are t\'üo possible mechanisms for the elimínation

of PhOH in compounds (3-23) ar'd (3-26), ví2.

1) valence isomerism, æd

2) simultaneous tvo-stage cleavage reactions.

Valence isomerísm of the benzenoid system to give the corresponding

ortho compound would explain the occurrence of the process. Hor¿ever

no example of valence ísomerism of molecular anions of subsËituted

benzenoj-d systems has yet been observed.

SimulËaneous L\,ro-stage decompositions, although uncornrnon, have

been detected in some d.ísubsËituted benzenes45 (u". ChapË. 1, section

3.4.8). An example ís the loss of HGN from the molecular anÍon of

g- cyanobenzoíc acid. 4 5

Bowie and Hart45 have dernonstrated Ëhat it is possíbl-e to

dÍstÍnguÍsh bebveefl a rearrangement reactíon and a t\,ro-stage

cleavage process or so cal-led "apparent rearrangemenË" reaction by

studies of collision-induced dissociations (see Chapt. 1, section 3.4.8).

They have shor^m that the relative rate of an ttapparent rearrangementrt

reaction increases with increasing ínternal energy of the decomposing

aníon (i.e. with íncrease pressure of the added collision gas) while

thaË of a competing rearrangement process decreases .
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The compounds (3-10 and 3-23) were íni-tía11y selecËed for thís

investÍgation in view of the large difference j-n the elímÍnaLion of

PhOH from the molecular anions of these compounds. The NIKE spectra

of these compounds have been measured using pressures of added

collision gas (Nz) ranging from 1 x 10-6 - 10-4 torr. in the firsË drift

region of the mass specLromeÈer. The plots of the relatÍve abundances

of the collision-induced peaks for the process [M-PhOH] against the

pressure of the pressure of collision gas are shor,r-n in fig. (3-6).

N

H
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Fie. (3-6)
10- s 10-4 Torr.

Varíation of the relatlve abundance of the collísion-
índuced [M-PhoH]= ion for 3-10 and 3-23 with col'lision
gas (Nz) pressure.
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The results show a rapÍd decrease in the abundance of the

Íon for the orlho rearrangement (for 3-10), and a drarnatic enhancemenË

of the abundance of the ion from (3-23) r,¡iËh increasing collisi-on

pressure. The latter behaviour is characterístic of a dírect

cleavage reacËion, thus suggesting the operatÍon of a simulÈaneous

tT,Io-sËage cleavage reacËion rather than a rearlangement reaction.

The evídence does noË indicate the operatÍon of the valence isomerism

mechanism.

Collision excitation sËudies have also been carríed ouË with

compounds (3-B), (3-18), (3-19) and (3-26) . The resulËs are sími1ar

Ëo those from compounds (3-10) and (3-23). The nitrosalicylate (3-B)

and nitroanthranilates (3-18, 3-19) shoru a sÍmilar decrease ín the

abundance of the collision peah corresponding to the process [M-ROH]

with increasing pressure of the collÍsion gas. On the other hand'

the nitrobenzoaLe (3-26) exhibits the reverse effect as observed for

(3-23) .
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5. Competitive Ortho Effects

The proximity of the nitro group to the fragmenting centre

has frequently caused drastic changes in the decornposítion pathway of

many aníons. An elegant example ís illustrated by the molecular aníon

of phenyl o-nitrobeÍLzoale which undergoes the processes IM-PhO'-COr1l3z

as depícted in scheme (3-4). These decompositÍons are entirely different

fron those of the meta and para nitro isomers.

-o\
ih

o _Ph o

Scheme (3-4)

Since the proximity of the nitro group usually affecÈs the

ltnormaltt reacËion pathway, it would therefore be ínteresting to examine

whether such effects occur in Èhe nitrosalicylates and nitroanÈhranilates.

The eornpounds appropriate for thÍs study are listecl below.

O2

H
OH

C 02RCOZR
O2

3-28 3-30

RR

Me

Ph

Me

Ph3-29 3-31
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The molecular anions of Ëhe 3-nitrosalicylates (3-28 and 3-29)

may decompose by two competing ortho processes, viz. [M-ROH] and

[M-OH]. The latter process is the major decomposition for the

molecular anj-on of o-nitrophenol.79 In addition, the molecular anions

may undergo the characterisÈíc fragmentatÍons of the various subsÈiËuents.

The two possíble ortho elíminations from the molecular anions of the

6-nitrosaU.cylates (3-30, 3-31) are [M-ROH] and IM-PhO'].

The spectra of (3-28) and (3-30) are lisËed in table (3-5)

while those of (3-29> and (3-31) are illustrated Ín figs. (3-7) and

(3-B) .

The spectrum of (3-28) contains the molecular anion (base peak)

which undergoes Èhe major competitive decompositíons tM-óH] (m/e lBO)

and [M-NO'] (n/e 167) and a mÍnor decomposition [¡t-t'le'] (n/e ].B2).

There ís also a large [M-H'] purk which is characËeristic of phenols.79

The ortho process [M-MeOH], is absent, in marked contrasÈ to that

observed for (3-8).

The spectrr:m (fig, 3-7) of the phenyl ester (3-29) shows

símilar decompositions as observed for the methyl ester (3-28), í.e.

the molecular anion d.ecomposes competitively by the processes [M-"OH] ,

[M-NO] and [M-Ph']. In addition, the mol-ecular anion undergoes the

characteristic ortho eliminations [M-PhOH-CO]. The ortho processes
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[]f-onl and [M-PhOH] appear to occur to a comparable extent.

The spectrum of (3-30) again shows the usual decompositions

[¡l-¡le'] and []4-H']. Hor,rever, in contrast to its isomeríc ester

(3-28), Ëhe major eliminaÈion corresponds Ëo the ortho process [M-MeOH].

The [¡l-t"teOtt]= ion decomposes further by loss of carbon dioxide Ëo yleld

a peak at m/e J'21-. ThÍs unusual decomposition ís subsËantiated by

meËastable defocusing in the fÍrst drift region of the mass spectrometer.

It is noted that the other anticipated ortho process [M-MeO'] occurs

to a subsÈantial exËent.

The spectrrmr (fíg. 3-B) of the isomeric phenyl- ester (3-31)

shor,¡s two maj or peaks at m/e 165 and 166, which. are produced by the

processes [M-PhOH] and tM-PhO'l respectively. The anion aE m/e 166

decomposes further by competitive elj.minations of carbon monoxide

and carbon dioxi-de. The loss of carbon dioxÍde from this ion

appears to indicate thaË the process [M-PhO'] may be operating to

some extent by the mechanism depÍcted in scheme (3-4). Agaín as in the

corresponding methyl ester (3-30), the [M-PhOH]= ion fragmenËs by an

unusual loss of carbon dioxide.
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6. Summary

The negative-j-on mass specËra of methyl and phenyl

S-nitrosalÍcylates and 4-nitroanthranilates show ínËense [M-ROH]

peaks whÍch are produced by rearrangement Processes.

Methyl 3-hydroxy- and 3-amino-5-nitrobenzoate show fragmentaÈions

through each substiËuenË. The corresponding phenyl- esters el-iminate

PhOH from the respective moTecular anÍons by símultaneous rËwo-stage

cleavage reacËionsr.

CompeËitive ortho rearrangqnents occur when the nitro grouP

is adjacent to eiËher the ester or hydroxyl subsËiÈuent of Ëhe methyl

or phenyl salÍcylates.
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Table (3-1). Negative ion mass specËra of (3-1) - (3-7)

(S-r¡ mle 92 t20 LzI 136 L37 138 L52 (M=)

7.2100852222

(3-z) m/e 92 93 L20 ].zL L37 2r4 (M=)

7(33100884

(3-3) mle 92 I2o

%2s
238 (Mr)

2

L37

100

136

100

138

B

(3-4) mle 92 93 118 119 ]-2O 136 2L2 2r3 (M')

i(315L6 10082853

(3-5) mle 108 rs2 :-:67 (M') 168 769

(3-7) mle 93 108

%3s
r37 138 139 140 r54 239

85

87073318

i( 1, 1 100

(g-0) rnle 93 108 136 138 l-39 153 ZZ9 230 (u=)

%351008431919

231 (Irî)

20
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Table (3-2) Negative-íon spectra of (3-12), (3-18), (3-l-9)

(3-12) mle 46 93 L37 258 259 260 273 (M=) 274

7t 0.1 2 3 l-00 l-s 2 23 3

(3-1S) mle 46 ].37 l-:64 181 ]196 (¡l') Lg7

i¿]^63331-00 l-0

(3-19) mle 46 136 :-;64 165 258 (r'l-) 259

i¿33606100]'6

Tabl-e (3-3)

Conpound

(3-13)

(3-14)

(3-10)

(3-rs)

(3-16)

(3-17)

B

3

5

1

2

6

L.4

1.8

4.O

0.3

0.8

0.3

o.4

0.4

o.4p-MeO

p-Me

p-H

P-c1

p-COCH3

P-Noz

m/e LB2M.SubsËit. rn/e 165

100

100

100

100

100

100
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Table (3-4). Negative-ion spectra of (3-25) and (3-26)

(3-25) m/e 46 136 I97 (M') 198

%L02L00

%94]-2100

l_0

(3-26) m/e 46 93 136 L64 258 (M=) 259

T7

Tabl-e (3-5). Negative-ion spectra óf (3-28) and (3-30)

(3-28) mle

7"

46

1

l-79

5

L20

2

180

7B

r-35

5

181

8

767

25

198

10

168

3

13 8 13 9 l-50 166

22233

LB2 196 Lg7 (M=)

3 40 100

(3-30) mle 46 I2I L22 135 l-38 165 L66 LBz L96

5263211002532r

út (M=) 198

253
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Chapter 4. Negative'Ion Spectra of 2-Aryl-1,3-oxathianes

and 
.l,3-Dioxans.
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l. Introducti on

Aryl-lr3-díthianes have been ínvesËigaËed in detall by

Bowie and Inlhite.206 In general Èhese compounds yíe1-d molecular

anions which undergo the fragmentaÈions indicaËed Ín a.
c

H

ATCH S 3 C3H5S2 * ArC H2

I

S

g9b
br

o

They have shor,rn thaL the fragment ions b and c (when Ar = Ph

or g-nítrophenyl), æd d (when 4a = g-niËrophenyl) were produeed

after almost complete equilibratíon of the fíve hydrogens occupying

t}re 21 4 a¡rd 6 positions. To explain this phenomenon, it was

proposed that the molecular anion undergoes inítial cleavage of

the C-S bond, followed by a serj-es of hydrogen transfers through

sÍx-membered Ëransition states prior to fragmenËatíon (see scheme (4-1)).

Few exarnples of hydrogen-scrambling Processes are known in

negatÍve-ion mass spectrometry. Indeed the fírst hydrogen scrambling

process for negatj-ve ions r^ras ïeported in some organomeÈallic systems
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-\
S \-H S

(
Ar

Pioducts
sS

Y
Ar

Scheme (4-1)

by Bowie and NusseyrT9 Ín llg7}, The next example of thís

phenomenon ís províded by the negative-ion spect,rum of

o-nitroacetanilÍde.79 The molecular anion of this compound

decomposes by loss of No' Ëo gíve an a¡rion e which elíninates

ketene after equilibration of the three hydrogens depicted Ín f.

Õ

NH
H

Ie
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There are several reasons why hydrogen scrambling in any

particular system should be invesËigaËed as thoroughly as possíble.

A knowledge of the nature of the scrambli-ng Process is important ín

the interpretation of the mass specürum. Perhaps more important is

Ëhe fact that many fragmenËatíon mechanisms are determined r,rith Ëhe

help of 1abel1ing sÊudies. As a consequence' unless the positional

identíty of the 1abe1(s) in a parLicular system prior to fragmentation

is knorm, incorrect. conclusions may be obtained from such data.

Hence a sÈudy of the nature of hydrogen scrarnbling is not only

necessary, but also challenging from a mechanistíc view point. Such

a study may yield informaÈion on the ion structurer energetics and

lifetimes of the decomposing ions. However the study of hydrogen

scrambling may not ah^rays be possible for negative ions, e.g.

scrarnbling in molecular anions which do not fragmentr or loss of a

fragment conËaining no hydrogens.

The following discussion describes Ëhe nature of hydrogen

scrambling of those systems where the sulphur atoms of the dithiane

system have been successively replaced by oxygen atoms. The compounds

selected for this study !/ere the 2-axyl-Lr3-oxathianes and

2-aryL-7r 3-dioxane.
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2. 2-(nitrophenyl ) -l ,3-oxathi anes .

The oxathianes synËhesised for this study are listed below.

R5

R

rO

R2

1

Compound

4-r

4-2

4-3

4-4

4-5

4-6

4-7

4-8

4-9

4-l_0

4-].L

4-L2

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 x

r6o

160

r6o

l6o

160

r60

r60

r8o

t60

160

160

I6o

H

H

H

H

D

D

H

H

H

H

D

D

H

H

H

D

H

H

H

H

H

D

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

D

}I

H

H

H

H

D

H

H

D

H

H

H

H

D

H

H

H

H

p-Noz

P-Noz

P-Noz

p-Noz

o-NO2

o-NO2

o-NO2

o-NO2

o-N02

o-NO2

n-NO2

rn'NO2
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Ïhe spectra of Èhe unlabelled oxathianes (4-1, 4-5 and 4-7)

all illustrated in figs. (4-1) - (4-3), while rhe specr,ra of rhe

l-abelled derivatives are listed in table (4-1).+

These spectra are Íntense and contain pronounced meËastable

pealts. The specËra of the s- arrd g-Ísomers are essentially the same

excepL for varíations in the relative abundances of particular peaks.

In contrast, thaË of the o-isomer contains many more peaks.

Consequently, all three isomers can be differentiated by negative-ion

mass specËromeÈry.

2.1. Process (A) tM-CaH6Sl .

This process is cormon to all three ísomers and is illustrated

ir g.

o S

O2

A

I

+ Table (4-1) Ís placed at the end of this Chapter.
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The fragment Íon A (rn/e 151) produced by this proc.ess consËitutes

the base pealc in the g-nitro isomer whereas j-n the o- and m-isomers,

it is of 1or¿er abundance. In order to determine wheËher the ion A is

produced with any hydrogen scrambling, the spectra (table 4-1) of the

labelled derivatives (4-2) - (4-4),.(4-6), (4-9) - (4=I2), are exanined.

The resulËs are summarised in table (4-2).

Table (4-Z)

Compound Ilydrogen S cramb ling

4-2

4-3

4-4*

4-6

4-9

4-10

4-IL

4-12

Compound

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

Calc
for
Random

90: 10151,152.A 70: 30

Ratio M
¿

RatÍom/eProcess

C3H4D25

C3H4D2S

C3H2D4S; C3H3D35

C3H6S

C3H5S

C3H4D2S

C3H4D2S

C3H2D4S

lM-CaH65 l

¿

4-4 67 233
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The data show that no hydrogen scrambling occurs during the

elimínation of C3i{6S from the molecular aníons of the o- and m-

ísomers. Partial scrambling of the hydrogens at tiie C2 and C4

posÍtions ís observed for the p-isomer. The spectrum of 4-4 shows

the ratios of the abundance of the ions [M-C3H2D4S]- and

[t't-C3H3D3S]î to be 90:10 for the daughrer Íons and 70:30 for

metastable ions (in the first drift region of the mass spectrometer).

For complete scrambling to occur, the ratio should be 67:33. The

extent of the scrarnblíng observed ín both the metastable and

daughter ions are antÍ-cípated because the decomposing molecular

aníon would have more time t.o undergo scrarnbling ín the first drift

region (t = 500psec) than in the source (r = 10Usec) of the mass

spectromeËer.

To accounË for Èhe specifíc hydrogen scrarnbling process,

a model is proposed, símilar to that previously suggested for Ëhe

dithiane system.206 ,The model requires initial C2-S bond cleavage

of the oxathiane ring, follor,¡ed by a seríes of hydrogen transfers

through six-membered transition states as illustrated in scheme

(4-2).
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SS

Ho

I

ArAr

o S

Ar

Scheme (4-2)

The structure (A) corresponds to the aryl aldehyde radical anion.

ThÍs ion eliminates NO' followed by carbon monoxide, behavíour which

is characËerísËic of the o-nitrobenzaldehyde radical anion.79

The ring opening depicted in scheme (4-2) is based on the

assumption that the extra electron is initially localised on the

sulphur atom. This has been substantiated for the case of the

dÍ-ethylthioacetal of benzaldehyde?06 The alternative formulation

of thís ion structure, wiÈh the radical and anion centres exchanged

is also possi-ble. The radical anÍon so formed from the iniLíal

cleavage of the C2-S bond would be stabilised by the nitro

substi-Ëuent as shown in h.

Arcnõl;

A
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S

o t"t os.
ì

I

Ihis resonance stabilisation is not possíble for the m-isomer. 
_

This may make ttre molecular anÍon less stable than Èhat of the ¿-

fsomer, and may explain why no scramblÍng is observed for the m-

Ísomer. Such sÈabílisaËion is also possible for the o-isomer, but

the absence of hydrogen scrambling in thís case 1s probably due to

the occurrence of the more facile, competitive ortho elimínatÍons

(see 2-3).

It is interesting to note Ëhat Ëhe alternative decompositÍon

shown in i does not occur.

h
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-C3 H6 O erc nil;o

Ar

The energetics of this fragmentation would be sirnilar to that

of the process [M-CaII6S]. Consequently the question aríses as to

why the molecular anÍon decomposes exclusively by the [M-CsHoS] and

not [M-CsIt5O] process. The answer may be that the molecular anion

is decomposing from the open ring form as depícted fn scheme (4'Z¡

or h. Because of the low bond dissociation energy of the C-S bond

(Àtt = 65 kcal/mole) , Ëhe fnlÈíal cleavage of thís bond would be

favoured (see j).

ç rs

S

Ar
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Studies concerning the effect of the variaËion of the

electron bean energy on the decomposiËions of the g-nitro isomer

(4-1) have been carrÍed out. The resulÈs are illustrated in a plot

of the relaÈive abundance of the fragment ion A and the molecular

anion of 2-(p-nitrophenyl)-1r3-oxathj-ane agaínst the norminal

energy of the electron beam (see fig. (4-4)),
.-.2''

.7
.7

S
c)
o
fl
fil
"d
çl

,a

ô0
o

Fl

I
Mt ---.'r'

A
I

0'
I

,

I

,

/*A
I O2

Fie. (4-4)
40 60 eV

The plot shows that r,rhereas no molecular anion is formed when the

electron-beam energy is less than 15 eV, Èhe fragment ion is

produced below this value. The fragment ion (A) must therefore be

produced either by ion-pair production or dj-ssociative atÈachment

between 3-B eV, and by decomposiÈion of a low-energy molecular anion

above 15 eV. The molecular anions formed above 15 eV (n.b. the value

\t
\.7

of the electron beaur), must be longer lived and therefore have less
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ínternal energy than the species (not detected) which produce the

fragment íon between 3 a¡rd B ev. consequenLly, the spectrum

obtaj-ned above 15 eV is ËhaÈ of a decoruposing molecular anÍon wíth 1ow

ínternal energies.

The low-energy molecular anions must be produced by capture

of thermal electrons (or secondary electrons) which may originate

from the electrode sulfaces or by one of the processes descrÍbed in

ChapÉ. 1, secÈion L.2,4.

, There Ís some evidence to suggesÊ that molecular anions

observed at 30-70 ev are produced by the capture of secondary

elecÈrons. Ihynne9tl0 reported that the molecular anion formation

of hexafluoroacetone at 70 eV is sËrongly pressure dependent.

Similarly, Dougherty26 observed an increase in the abundances of the

nolecular anÍons of anthracener napthalene and benzene with increasi'ng

pressure of nitrogen. Ion cycloËïon resonance sËudiesll show a

dramaÈic enhancement of the intensíty of the molecular anion of

nÍtrobenzene when Èhe elecÈron energy is raísed above the ionisaÈion

potential of the molecular caËion of nitrobenzene. The above

evidence suggests that secondary elecÈrons are responsibl-e for

molecular anion formation above 15 eV. In our case, the molecular

aníon is only produced r,¡hen the electron-beam energy is above

ionisation poÈentíal of Èhe molecular cation. Nonetheless, thi's
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cannot be taken as rigorous proof thaL the capËured electrons come

from Ëhe positive ionisation process.

To study the effect of variation of the inÈernal energy of

the decomposing ions on the hydrogen scrambling process, \i/e measured

the negative-ion spectrum (fíe (a-5)) of 2-(p-niËrophenyl)-1,3-

oxathiane 141416r6-2tt4J at 6 eV. The spectrum ís essentially similar

to tTraË at 70 eV (see fig 4-) except that it contains no molecular

anion and that. the fragment, Íon A is p roduced with no prior hydrogen

scranblirrg. This ís in direct contrasÈ to the formation of (A) aÈ

70 eV. In order for ions to undergo hydrogen scramblíng, they must

be sufficiently long-líved and have 1ow-internal energies.207 The

above evidence supports the results from the ionisation efficiency

studies (fíg" 4-4), viz. Ëhat Èhe molecular anions formed at 70 eY

have internal- energies whereas fragment ions produced at less than

15 eV are formed by higher energy processes. This scrambling

behaviour should be compared with Ëhat of positive ions r 
207 ¡¡"

exÈenË of which always increases w:'-th decreasing energy of the

primary electron beam.

Since it has now been demonstrated that Ëhese molecular

anions formed aE 70 eV have low internal energies, we can nov/ attempt

to rationalise many of the characterÍsËic feaËures of negaÈive-ion
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spectra. The low-energy molecular aníons generally undergo fewer

fragmentations than the corresponding molecular cations. For exarnple

the molecular anions of anthraquinone esters decompose principally

by loss of R' to be followed by loss of CO2.78 On Ëhe other hand,

the corresponding molecular cations fragment by elimination of RO'

to be follorved by three successive losses of CO. Intense meËastable

ions45r 78 ute frequently obtained in negative-ion spectra and should

be conËrasted with Ëhe less abundant species from posiËive íons.

This is Ín accord with the Q8148-SZ which predicts thaË the de-

composing ions of lorrer ínternal energy should gÍve more pronounced

metastable ions.

2.2. Processes (B), (C) and M-HzS.

The processes (B) and (C) are illustrated ít E.

H H

o S

C3H5So-
Ar

k

ArC H2

(c)( B)
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Process (B) ís comnon to both g- and ¿-isomers, while Process (C)

only occurs for the g-isomer. The fragment ion (C) corresponds

to the p-nítrobenzyl anion whÍch is resonance stabilised.

Furthermore, in process C, the hydrogen atom that migrates to

C2 comes from C4 and thj-s occuïs only after equilíbratíon of the

Ëhree hydrogens aE C2 and C4. On the oÈher hand the ion (B) is

produced together with specific e1ímination of the hydrogen atom

at C6. These results suggest that the molecular ani-on of the ¿-

isomer ís more sËab1e and hence longer lived than that of the m-

fsomer.

The íons (B) and (C) may also be produced by decompositions

of hígher energy precursor ions (see fig. (4-S¡¡. These ions are,

however, produced with no prÍor hydrogen scrambling, a situation

direct.ly conparable with that describe-d for the formaËion of fraguent

ion A.

The loss of H2S occurs Ëo a sma1l extent in the g- and g-

isomers. In the case of the g-isomer, Ëhe eliminaÈion is specific

and involves one hydrogen at C4 and the oËher at C6. Although

substantiaËed by the'appropriate metastable ions, such eliminations

are generally complex and hence no attemPt is made to rationalise

them mechanistically.
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2.3. Proximity Effects in the Spectrum of 2-(o-niirophenyl)-l,3-

oxathi ane.

The spectrum (fig. 4-3) of the o-isomer is much more complicated

than thaË of the p- or m-ísomers, æd ís characËerised by prominent

peaks at mfe 134 and 135. These peaks correspond to the Plocesses

[M-C3H7SO'] and [t't-Catt5SO] respectively and must therefore be associaËed

with the proximiËy of the nitro group. These Processes may be complex

but are highly di-agnostic from a structural víewpoint. In addition'

the molecular anion undergoes the characterístíc eliminations observed

for the g-afid m-isomers, í.e. []Í-C3H6S-NO'] and also Ëhe processes

[ (M-c3u6s-rqó) -co ] and [M-c3H4s ] .

The spectra (table (4-1)) of the D-t(4-9) - (4-I2)l and 180-

derivatÍve show the origin of ühe atoms or groups eliminaEed and

demonstrate thaË the decompositions proceed with no prior hydrogen

scrambling Ín the molecular anion.

The el-imínatíon of C3H4S is analogous to the major decomposition

of the molecular anion of 2-(o-nitrophenyl)-1r3-dithianer206 ancl

presumably involves the transfer of tvro hydrogen atoms from the

oxathiane ring to Ëhe ortho_ substituent. In ol-her words the nitro

group acËs as a hydrogen aLom accepËor site for the process. Tab1e

(4-3) summarised the results from the spectra of (4-9) - (4-I2) '
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Table (4-3)

Compound

4-8

4-9

4-ro

4-rt

4-L2

[M-C3Hr,S ]

C3HaS

C3H4S

C3H3DS

C3H4S

C3H3DS

lM-caHTso'l

C3H7S 180'

C3H6DSO'

C3H5D2SO'

C3H5D2SO'

C3H3D4SO'

lM-caH6sol

C3H6s180

c3H6s0

C 3H4D2SO

C3H4D2S0

C3H2D4SO

The information in table (4-3) demonstrates Ëhat the two hydrogens

specifically reËained oríginate from the c4 and c5 positions, and

thaÈ no hydrogen scrambling occurs prior to or durÍng this process.

This ortho elimination is depicted in 1.

Noz

The structure of the product ion is not lcnown, but it is not

unreasonable,to'.assu¡ne thaË ühe two hydrogen atoms transferred from

the oxaÈhíane ring during the process must be associated in some

way with the nitro group as ÍË 1s clearly providing the "driving

H

o
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force'r for this rearrangement reacËion.

The spectra of (4-A¡ - (4-L2) show the origins of rhe aroms

or groups losÈ ín the eliminations of C3H7SO' and C3H6SO from the

molecular anion of theaísomer. The results from these spectra

are sunnarised in table (4-3) and show that these eliminatíons occur

with no prior hydrogen scrambling ín the molecular anion. The

process [M-C3H7SO'] nay occur in either a concerted manner or by a

stepwise route [lt-Catt5SO-H']. These processes are depicËed ín rn.

;
2)

Noz t'1..(M-caH6so)

(, ) (M -caH7so.)

AgaÍn the nitro substj-Èuent must be providing the driving force

for these eliminations. No aËtempt Ís made to write mechanÍsms

for Èhese complícated processes but iË appears that the nitro group

undergoes cyclisations during or prior to these decompositions.

S

m
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3. The 2-(ni trophenyl )-t ,3-di oxans.

As a continuation of our investigaLions on Èhe nature of

hydrogen scrambling processes of sysÈems related to aryl-1r3-dithianes

the correspondíng dioxans r¡rere examined. The following compounds

listed were selecËed for this invesËigatÍon.

Compound

4-13

4-L4

4-L5

4-L6

4-t7

4-18

4-L9

o

Rr

R1

o-NO2

o-NO2

o-NO2

m-NO2 H

P-Noz

p.-Noz

P-Noz

H

D

H

R3R2

H

H

H

D

H

D

}I

H

H

D
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The specËrum of (4-l_:) is illusrrared tn fig. (4-6) rvhile

those of (4-1.4) - (4-L7) are lisred Ín rable (4*Ð.+

The 70 ev spectra of the 9-, IL- and g-isomers are similar

except for varíations ln the relative a.bundances of the fragment,

ions. The base peak in these spectra ís the molecular anion which

undergoes the major decomposition [M-caH6o]. The extent of this

process is most prominent in the o-isomer (r57" of. the base peak) and

diminishes in the m- (0.52) and g-ísomers (tz¡. The small abund.ance

of the fragment ion produced fron the process [M-C 3H5O] is

conceivable in view of the sËrength of c-0 bonds compared with the

c-s bonds ín the oxathianes or díthianes. rt seems therefore

probable that a large proportion of the molecular anÍons do not have

sufficienÊ energy to undergo decomposítions. rË ís Ínteresting to

note that no proxirnity effecÊs are present- in the spectrum of the

o-Ísomer. The absence of ortho effects demonstrates that such

processes depend not only upon the spatíal arrangements of the

appropríaLe atoms or groups, but also upon the nature of the

atoms partícipaEing ín the reaction. The results of the spectra of

the label1ed derivatÍves (4-L4), (4-15), (4-tB) and (4-19) are

summarised in table (4-5).

t Table (4-4) ís placed at rhe end of this Chapter.
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Table (4-5)

Compound

4-14

4-L5

4-18

4-19

Process [M-CaH6o]

C3H2D40

C3H4D20

C3H2D4O

C3H4D20

The label1ing resulËs demonstrate that no hydrogen scTarnbling occurs

prior to or during the decomposÍËion [M-C3H6O] for the ¿- and

o-isomers. AlËhough no labelling studies \¡rere carried out for the

m-ísomer, Ít seems unlikely Ëhat scra¡rbling will occur by analogy

from the work on dithianes and oxathianes. The process [M-CaH6O]

is depÍcted in n.

o o

O2

n

Since no metastable transiÈion accompanies this process, the

possibility of oLher mechanisms operating cannot be ruled out;

dÍssociatÍve capture and ion-pair production.

vLz_,
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4. Summary

It has been shown that the exÈent of hydrogen scrambling

dlminishes in the progression from ttre díthíanes to dioxans. The

complex proximity effects observed for the o-nítro isomer of

dithianes and oxathianes are absent in the specËra of the corresponding

díoxans. Perhaps most importanË of al-1, we have provided evÍdence

that a molecular anÍon forned at 70 eV (presumably by capture of

a secondary electron) has a low internal energy range.
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Table (4-1) Negarive-ion specrxa of (4-2) - (4-4), (4-6) and

(4-8) - (4-rz¡.

m/e (4-u)

89

9!

92

93

46

(4-l.2)

100

74

3

212I

122

L23

L34

1_3s

]-36

].37

151

L52

153

l-54

155

66

5

s6

6

71

10

6

6355

1

11

66

60

7

7

1

L7

5B

1

3

635

100

T9B

100100

2

22

232

0.6 7

2

75

100100

2

4

72

75

100

I

3

l_00

0.5

B

70

4

2

1B

6

2

4

13

2

1527

5

1

1

5

10

2

2

2

3

2

2

(4-ro)(4-g)( 4-s¡)4-6((4-4)( 4-:)(4-z¡

contr d

1
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Negatíve-ion specËra of (4-Z¡ - (4-4), (4-6> and

(4-B) - (4-12) contrd.

Tab1e (4-L)

m/e (4-L2)

t92

ltg4

225

226

227

228

229

230

23L

2

2

BO

26

97 96

10

95

B

5

B100

8

5I
B6

B

5

10

6

15

1

6 5 97

95

26

6

10

98

B

5

( 4-3)(4-2) ( 4-11)(4-10)(4-e)(4-B)(4-6)(4-+)
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Table (4-4)

2L4

30 100 10

15

10

4 r-00

Compound

9

1.5

0.5

3

L4

1

310

14

15

t6

L7

l_8

L9

5 100

4 100

10

10

100

100

3

5

L4

1

2

2

o.2

o.2

2]-32122LT2r0209151t2rmle 46



t25 %

00

60

20

NO

>k

A)

c3H6,S

x

r91

cgHo s

Hzs

mle 220

2 M;)

{M;)

O2

7.

46

Fig. (4-l)

46

e(B )

Noz

121 Cl

NO

140

HzS

8e(B)

20

Fie. (4-2)
100

121

0

1 (A )

t91

m/e

\

2 0
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2 ( M')

o/o

100

o,
TO

o

46

Fie. (4-s)

46

S
C3H7SO'

35 C3H6S
)r

151

t26

Noz

c3H6,s

co
*

NO'

140

NO'

C3H4S

9l

93

S

O2

PEAK

,j',",

121

t53

I (A)

m/e 20

NO

D

o

(

Fis. (4-5)

e2(B)

121
13?( c )

) ;rcE
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-NO'

C3 H60

0

209( M')

m/e

oo
o

Noz

46

Fíe. (4-6)

151

121

140



Chapter 5. Experimentai
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General

All mass specËra were deËermined ¡^rith an HitachÍ perkin-

Elmer RMU 7-D mass spectrometer operating at 70 eV (unless otherurise

specified) with a source temperature of approximately 150'. samples

vrere ínËroduced Ëhrough an all glass inleË system at a ËempeïaËuïe

of 150-200o. Defocussed metastable ions were measured using a

defocussÍng device of the type with variable elecËric sector voltage.

All negative-j-on specËra rvere determined at 70 eV and 1 - 3 x LO-7

torr (unless otherurise specified); all peaks were checkecl against

Ínternal standards. The instrument has been electronically

modifÍed45 to al1ow the accurate measuïements of defocussed metastable

ions and negative-ion kinetic energy specËra.

The nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were measured r^lith a Varian

T60 specËrometer, operating at 60 lüIz, usÍng tetramethylsil-ane as Ëhe

internal standard. The data are reported in the order: value, Íntegral,

multiplicity and assignment. Multíplicity in this texË ís expressed

as follows: s, singleË; d, doublet and t for trÍpleÈ, etc. Infrared

spectra r¡Iere recorded as }ìujol mulls for solids and as líquid fÍlms

for liquids, with a Perkin-Elmer 337 gratLng spectromeÈer or a

Unicam SP. 200 infrared spectrometer. MeltÍng points were

deÈerrulned on a Kofler hot-stage microscoper and are uncorrected.
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Analyses $/ere carried ouË by the Australian Microanalytical

Service, Melbourne.

l{hatman sorbsil (for column chromatography) and Merck

KÍese1-ge1- G and HE 254 (for qualitative (t.1.c.) and preparative

(p.t.1.c.) thin layer chromatography) were used as adsorbants. Ttre

term light petroleum refers to the fraction of b.p. 55-65o
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Part I. Inlork described in Chapter 2.

3-Nítrosalicylic acid is conrnercially available. The

following compounds \^rere prepared by reported procedures: 5- and

6-nÍ Lro teÈralin, 2 0 I 6-tri¡rochroman (2-2) r20 9 6-níÈro-1, 4-b enzodioxan

(2-6)1210 617-dinitro-1r4-benzodioxan (2-7) r211 5-tritro-1r3-benzodioxan

(2-B) 1212 6-nitro-1r3-benzodi oxart (2-9¡ r21 3 7-nitro-l,3-benzodioxan

(2-10) ,214 2-, 3- and 4-niËrobenzylmethyl etherr215 and 4-nilro-Z-

hydroxybenzy L aLeohol. 2 I 6

3- (m=Ni trophenoxy) - 1-pr op ano 1

A mixture of m-nitrophenol (1 g, 7.2 rnrnole), 3-bromo-l-

propanol (1 g, 7.2 r¡¡nole) and poÊassÍum carbonaLe (1.1 g, 7.9 mmole)

in acetone (10 ml) was heated under reflux for 10 hr, cooled, diluted

with water (20 m1) and then exËracËed rvith ether (3 x 30 nl). The

ethereal- extracts were dried r.¡ith IfgSO4 and the solvent removed

in vacuo to give a dark yellow oí1. The crude product was purifiecl

by chromatography in chloroform over silicíc acíd (Mallincrockt

greater meslr., 50 g) to give a pale ye11ow oil, and dístilled at

172-L74"/2.5 nrn Ëo yield 3-(m-nitrophenoxy)-l-propanol (1.1 g' 77.5%).

Found: C, 54.8; H, 5.7; N, 7.4%', C9H11NO4 requÍres: C, 54.8; H' 5.6;

N, 7.L%; u*.* (fÍh) 3350 cm-I; n.m.r. (CDC13) 62.L2 (2H, quintet,

o-ffi2-W-CH20H), 2.83 (1H, s, -OH), 3.87 (2H, t, -CH2-OH), 4,2L
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(2H, r, -0-q2-c]F-2-), 7 .L-7 .9 (4H, m, aryl) .

5- and 7-I{itrochromans (2-1 and 2-3).

A mixture of 3-(m-nitrophenoxy)-l-propanol (1 g, 5.1 mmole)

and polyphosphoric acid (5 g) ruas manually stirred for 4li'x. at 100

-110oC, cooled, and diluted ruith water (20 ml). The reaction mixture

was extracted wÍth ether (2 x 20 m1), dried, the solvent removed

ín -vacuo Ëo yíeld a light brown oil whích rvas chromaËographed in

benzene over silicic acid to gj-ve 5-niÈrochroman (180 mg, 207.) as a

yellorv oi1 and 7-nitrochroman (120 ng, L3%) as a pale yellow solÍd.

5-Nitrochroman was fractionated at 90-92" /0.1 urn to furnish a pale

yellorv oi.l. Found3 Cr 60.6; H,5.2; N, B.L"/"; C9H9NO3 requires:

C, 60.3; H, 5.0; N, 7.8%; n.m.r. (CDC13) ô2.03 (2H, quintet,

-ociJ2-cf12-ffi2-), 3.05 (2H, r, ArClI2-), 4.22 (2H, E, -OC:Eù, 6.90-7.73

(3H, m, aryl). 7-Nitrochroman r{as recrystallised from aqueous ethanol as

white plates¡ m.p. 90-91'. Found: C, 60.5; H, 5.1; N,7.7; C9H9N03

requires: C, 60.3¡ H, 5.0; N, 7.8; n.m.r. (CDC13) 62.05 (2H, quintet,

oCHz-Wz-ffiù,2.87 (2H, r, ArÇI{2), 4,24 (2H, r, -0Ct12-), 7,05-7.82

(3H, m, aryl).

6- and B-Nitrochromans (2-2 and 2-4).

To a cooled solution of chroman2o9

added concentraËed nitric acid (0.08 g, S

(200 mg,

c. r.4)

1.49 mmole) was

dropwise. The
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reaction mixture turned light bror'¡n to dark red in less than fíve

mÍnuËes. The reaction mÍxture hlas stirred for another 10 min.

before dilutÍng with ice-tfater (10 m1). The mÍxture was exLracted

with chloroform (3 x 5 m1), the chloroform exÈracÈs were r¿ashed bvíce

rvith NaHCO3 solution, dríed wÍth MgSO4r and the solvent removed in

vacuo. The resulLing red oÍ1 was Purified by p.t.1.c. (eluting r,rÍth

benzene) to yield 6-nitrochroman (102 mg, 397.) as a pale ye1-1ow solid

and 8-nitrochroman (96 mg, 367.) as a pale yellorv oil. 6-Nitrochroman

!,/as crysËal1ísed from aqueous ethanol as pale yellornr needles¡ m.P. 100

l-01o (tir.zog 100-102"). B-Nírrochroman was fractionaËed at Ll7-L78"/

0.02 nrn to give a pale yellorv oil. Found! C, 60.5; H, 5.2; N' B.O%;

C9H9NO3 requires 3 C, 60.3; H, 5.0i N, 7 .87"; n.m.r. (CDC1g) 62.1-0

(2H, quinteÈ, -OCr1zCE2-CHz), 2.90 (2H, t, ArCH2-)r 4-35 (2H, t' -OCTI2-),

6.75-7.75 (3H, m, aryl).

5-Nitro- 1, 4-benzodioxan (2-5)

Treatnent,2ll o¡ 3-nitrocatechol2lT 1500 *g, 3.22 mmole) wÍth ethyl-

ene bromide (2.L9 g, 11.7 uunole) and potassÍum carbonate in ethylene

g1ycol (5 m1) gave a ye11ow solid. This r^/as Purified by p.t.1.c.

(elution with benzene) and crystallisation from aqueous eËhanol to

yield S-nitro-l ,4-benzodio.xan (L92 ng, 33%) as yel1ow needlesr m.P.

60-61". Found: C, 53.3; H, 4.0; Nr 7.5%. C8HTNO4 requires: C' 53'1;
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H, 3.9 ; N, 7 .7%; n.m. r.

(3H, m, aryl).

(cDC].s) 64. 4 (4H, s , -OCþ-) , 6.85-7 .60

4-Nitro-2-hvdroxvbenzvl b romide

A mixture of 7-nitro-1r3-benzodioxan (2-10) (500 mg ' 2'76

mrnole) and aqueous hydrogen bromj-de (5 rnl , 487") was heated under

reflux for one hr., cooled, and the solid removed and crystallísed

from benzene/líght peLroleum to yield 4-nixro-2-hydroxybenzyJ.

bromide (500 nLg, 7g7") as pale ye11ow needles, m.P. LL?-II4". Found:

C, 36.5; H, 2.7; N, 6.I%; C7H6BrNO3 requires: C, 36.2; H, 2'6;

N) 6.0%; v*.* (nujol) 3400 cm-I; n.m.r. (cDc13) ô4.57 (2H, s,

ArCþBr) , 5.64 (1H, s, -oE) , 7.2L-7.85 (3H, rn, aryl).

6-Ní tro-2-hvdroxybenzy 1 bromide

TreaËment of 5-nÍtro-1r3-benzodioxan (2-B) (500 rng, 2.76 rmnole)

with aqueous hydrogen bromide (5 m1, 4Bi¿) as for 4-nítto-2-hydroxy-

benzyl bromide gave 6-nitro-2-hydroxybenzyl bromide (510 rng, B0%>

which vras crystallísed from benzene/1íght petroleum as yellow needles,

m.p. 140-141o. Tound! C, 36.5; H, 2,62; N, 6.07.; C7Iì68N03

requires : C, 36 .2i H, 2. 6; N, 6 .O%; vrr* (nujol) 3350 cm-l ; n'm' r '

(CDC13) 64.80 (2H, s, ArcþBr), 6.82 (1H, s, -oH) , 7.05-7'55 (3H'

m, aryl).
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3-Ni tro-2-hydroxyb enzy ! alc oho1.

3-Nitrosalicylic acid (500 nrg, 2.73 nmole) in anhydrous

tetrahydrofuran (THF) was Èreated at room temperatuïe wÍth diborane

(3 rn1, 2.7 1"1., B.1rmrole) under a nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction

mÍxËure was stírred for 3 hr before quenchÍng ruith aqueous acetíc

acid (1 ml, 50'/"). Re¡roval of the solvent in vacuo gave a yellow

solid which crystallised from water gave 3-niËro-2-hydroxybenzyl

alcohol (300 rng, 64/") as yellow needlesr m.p, 73-74" (Lit.ztza

75") .

6-Nitro-2-hydroxybenzy 1 alcoho 1

6-NÍtro-2-hydroxybenzyL bromide (150 mg, 0.65 mmole) was

heated under reflux with water (5 url) for 2 hr to yield 6-niËro-

2-hydroxybenzyl alcohol (90 mg, B2%), which was crystallised from

rnrater as yellow needles ¡ m.p . 96-98". Found! C, 49.7; H, 4.L;

N, 8.07.; C7H7NO4 requires; C, 49.7; H, 4.1, N, 8.3%.

8-Ni Ëro- 1. 3-b enzodi oxan (2-LL)

To a mixture of 3-nitro-2-hydroxybenzyl alcohol (200 mg,

1.18 mmole) and aqueous formaldehyde (100 urg, 1.33 rnmole, 40%) was

added concentraËed suJ-phuric acid (1 m1). The mixÈure \4ras sËirred at
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room temperature for t hr, diluted rvith rvater (l-0 ml), and then

exÈracted wÍth chloroform (2 x 5 rnl). The chloroform extracËs

were washed with r^/ater, dríed wiËh magnesír:n sulphate and Ëhe solvent

removed in vagu-o to yield a yellow so1id. This solid was purified

by p.t.1.c. (elution with benzene) to give B-nitro-1r3-benzdioxan

(40 urg, 1BZ) which \^ras crystallised from ethanol as col-ourless needles,

m.p. 115-116'. Found: C, 53.1; H, 3.9; N, 7.7"Á. CgHTNO4 requires:

C, 53.0; H, 3.9; N, 7.7%; n.m.r. (cDC13) ô5.0 (2H, s, ArCH2-) , 5.43

(2H, s, 0-Cþ-0), 7.0-7.95 (3H, m, aryl).

The 2-MeËhyl-nitro-1, 3-benzodioxans (2-12) (2-rs) .

General Method of preparaËíon

A mixture of the nitro-2-hydroxybenzyl alcohol (100 mg, 0.59

mrole) , acetaldehyde (5 nl) and a catalytic amount of p-toluene-

sulphoníc acid was heaËed under refl-ux for 10 hr. Removal of the

acetaldehyde ín vacuo gave a solid v¿hích was purified by p.t.1.c.

(elution with benzene). All products were crystallised from eËhanol

as colourless needles.

2-MeËhyl-6-niËro-1r3-benzodioxan has been reported.2l8 The

oËher isemers have not been reported prevíousIy. The table below

shows the physÍcal data of these compounds.
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Compound m.p. ("c) Yie]'d % Found ("Å) cHN RequÍres (/") CHN

5-Nitro- (2-72)

7-Nitro- (2-I4)

B-Nitro- (2-15)

55.4

5s.4

s5 .4

4.6

4.6

4.6

7.2

7.2

7.2

The 1abel1ed compounds (2-L6) - (2-27)

4-, 5- and 6-Nitro-2-hydroxyb enzyL alcohol-l-Ie0.

Treatment of 4-nitro-2-hydroxybenzyl bromide, 5-niËro-2-

hydroxybenzyl chloride2l9 or 6-ní txo-2-hyð,roxybenzyl bromide (500 mg)

by heating under reflux rvith H2180 (0.1 rnl, 0 = 2O%), silver oxide

(500 urg) and dioxan (5 rnl) for 10 hr. gave the appropriate alcohol-l-
180. [4-nitro- (300 mg , 827">; 5-nitro- (305 mg , 677.); 6-níÈro- (2gO

mBr 807")1, which r.zere crysEallised from water as yellorv needles

m.p. L26-127', L25-I26o and 95-96' respectÍve1-y [a11 160 = 8O%,

l8g = 2o%1.

5-, 6- ancl 7-nirro-l,3-benzodioxan-2.2-2H, Q-LO - (2-18).

TreatmenË of the appropriate benzyl alcohol (50 mg, 0.296 nrmole)

with aqueo,rs for,laldehyde -2H2 (35 mg, 0.35 mmole, 3O%; 'H, = 100%)

and concentrated sulphuric acíd (1 nl) (as described for (2-11.)) gave

t'ne 2iF.2-nitro-l,3-benzodioxan which was purlfied by p.È,1.c. (e1uËion

s5.3 4.6 7 .2

55.3 4.8 7 .2

s5 .2 4.9 7 .O63

87

8282-83

126-L27

74-7s
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with benzene) follor'red by crystallisation from aqueous eËhanol to

give colourl.ess needles. The physical daËa of Ëhese compounds are

tabulated belor¿.

5-. 6- and 7-Nitro-1.3-benzodíoxan-3-180 (z-Lg) (2-2L\

These were prepared from the three I 80-1"b"11ed alcohols by

the general procedure outlined above for (2-L6) Q-fg). The physical

data of these compounds are t.abulated below.

5-. 6- and 7-Nirro-1.3-benzodioxan-2,2-2gr-g-r8g Q-22) - (2-24) ,

These r¡rere prepared from the three 180-1"be11ed alcohols

and formaldehyde-2[z by the general procedure outlined above for

(2-L6) - (2-L9). The physÍcal data of these compounds are sumnarj.sed

in the table belor¿.

The 2-Merhyl-niËro-1.3-benzodioxan-3-1 80 (2-25) (2-27\

These v/ere preparecl from the Ëhree 180-1ab.11ed alcohols and

aceËaldehyde by the general procedure outlined above Í.or (2-16) - (2-I9).

The physical data of these compounds are tabul-ated belor+.
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Compound

(2-L6)

(2-L7)

( 2-18)

(2-re)

(2-20)

(2-2r)

(2-22)

(2-23)

(2-24)

(2-2s)

(2-26)

(2-27)

,H, =

,H, =

2H, =

1.8g =

186 =

18g =

,H, =

,H, =

2H, =

186 =

18g =

18g =

189 = !e

I8g = /Q

180 = 20

Incorporation (%)

100

100

100

20

20

20

100;

100;

100;

20

20

20

Model- Conpounds (2-34) and (2-35)

2-Hydroxy-5-ni trob enzy I meËhy1 ether

A mixture of 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl chloride2l9 (500 ng,

2,77 rwoLe), silver oxíde (500 mg) and methanol (B ml) rvas heated

under reflux for 4 hr, cooled and then fÍltered Ëhrough c,elÍt,e.

Rernoval of the solvenL Ín vacuo gave a yellow solÍd which ruas

53

46

70

47

51

B4

60

4T

6B

87

65

87

7 6-77

148-150

92-93

7 6-77

148-150

92-93

7 6-77

148-1s0

92-93

82-83

113-114

126-I27

Yield (%)m.p. ('c)
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purified by p.t.1.c. (elution wiËh chloroform) to yield 2-hydrox-¡-

5-nitrobenzyl methyl ether (400 mg, 82,5%) which \^ras crystallised

from benzene/li-ght peËroleum as pale yellow platesr m.p. 108-110"

(lir.2Is 199-110.) .

2-Hydroxy- 4-nitrob enzy L methyl ether .

This was prepared by the procedure outlined above for the

5-niÈro compound. 2-Hydroxy-4-nitrobenzyL bromide (300 mg, L.29

mmole), sí1ver oxide (300 mg) and methanol (5 m1) gave the benzyl

meÈhyl ether (174 urg, 73.5"/") which lras cïystallised f,rom benzenef

líght petroleum as yellow needlesr m.P. 79-80". Found: C' 52.5;

H, 5.0; N, 7.6%; CgHgNO4 requires! C, 52.5; H, 4.9; N' 7.67.;

v*"* (cIICla) 3300 cm-l; n.m.r. (CDC13) 6 3.50 (3H, s, -Ol¿") , 4.75

(2H, s, ArCH2) , 7,70-7.90 (3H, m, aryl), 8.2 (1H' s' -OH).

2-Me thoxy-5-niËrobenzyl methyl ether

A mlxture of 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl methyl ether (100 mg,

0.546 nrnole), meËhyl íodide (0.051 ml, 0.819 mmole) and silver oxide

(100 mg) ín acetone (5 ml-) was heated under reflux for 10 hr., cooled,

and then filtered through celite. Removal of the solvent in vacuo

gave a pale ye1low so1id. This was purifÍed by p.t.1.c. (elution

wiËh chloroforn) to yield 2-methoxy-5-nitrobenzyJ- methyl ether (98 mg'
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91%) r^rhich was crystallised from light petroleum to yield colourless

platesr m.p. 67-8". Found: C, 54.8; H, 5.5; N, 6.9%; C9H11N04

requiresi C, 54.8; H, 5.6; N, 7.I7.; n.m.r. (CDC13) ô 3.50 (3H, s,

-CII2-OMe),3.94 (3H, s, ArOMe),4.50 (2H, s, ArÇII2-),6.8-8.3 (3H, m,

aryl) .

2-Me thoxy-4-nitrob enzy! meËhy1 e ther

This was prepared by the procedure outlíned above for the 5-

niËro compound. The reaction between 2-hydxoxy-4-nítrobenzyl methyl

ether (100 mg, 0.546 mole) and methyl iodíde (0.051 m1, 0.819 mmole),

Ín acetone (5 ml) gave 2-meÊhoxy-4-nitrobenzyl methyl eËher (100 mg,

92.5i¿) which rüas crystallj-sed from light peËroleum to give colourless

needles¡ m.p. 78-80". Found: C, 55.0; H, 5,8; N, 6.9%; C9H1iNO4

requireèi C, 54.8; H, 5.6; N, 7 .L%; n.m.r. 6 3.50 (3H, s, -CH2-oMe),

3.95 (3H, s, ArOMe), 4.55 (2H, s, ArCþ), 7,50-7.95 (3H, m, aryl).

2-(Metho>ry -'rr)-5-nitrob enzyL methyl ether (2-34) .

This was prepared as for the corresponding unlabelled compound

by the procedure ouËlined above. The react,ion bet'ç'reen 2-hydroxy-S-

nitrobenzyl methyl ether (50 rng , 0,274 mmole) and methyl iodide-2H3

(50 mg, 0.345 mmo1e,2Hz=LOO|Z) in acetone (5 ml) gave the 2H3-

benzyl methyl ether (48 mg, 887", 2H3=100%) which was crystallised

from lighË petroleum to yield colourl-ess platesr m.P. 65-67".
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2-(Metho>ry-2H3) -4-nf ËrobenzyJ- methyl ether (2-35) .

Ttris r,¡as prepared as f or (2-34). TreaËmenË of 2-hydro>ry-á-

nítrobenzyl methyl ether (50 mg, 0.27 nunole) wlth methyl iodide-2H3

(50 mg, 0.345 rmnole, ZH¡=IOOiZ) 1n acetone (5 m1) gave 2-(methoxy-2g3)

-4-nítrobenzyL urethyl ether (50 mg, 9L.5%) whlch was crystallised

from light petroleum Ëo gíve colourless needlesr m.p. 79-80o.
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Part II. l,'lork described in Chapter 3.

The folloruing were purified connnercial samples: 3-nÍËrosalicylic

acid, S-nitrosalicylic acid, 4-nitroanthranílic acíd, thíosalicylic

acid, meLhyl salicylaËe (3-1), phenyl sa1ícy1aËe (3-2) and benzyl

salicylate (3-3). The following compouncls T¡/ere prepared by reported

procedures: 6-nitrosalicylÍc acidr220 3-*rino-5-nítrobenzoic u"i¿221

and 3-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzoi c acLd.22I

The methyl esters \^rere prepared by the reactions beh¿een the

approprÍate carboxylíc acid and nethanol/sulphuríc acid. The follorving

esters have been reporËed: methyl thíosalicylate (3-5) ,222 methyl-

5-nitrosalicylate (3-8) r223 meÈhy1 4-nítroanthranilate (3-18) 1224

rnethyl 3-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzoate (3-22), 221 *eÈhyl 3-amino-5-

nitrobenzoate (3-ZS¡ ,225 ar,d. rnethyl 3-nitrosalicylate (3-Zg) .zza

The physical data for methyl 6-nitrosalicylate (3-30) are tabulaËed

below.

Ihe aryl esters \^rere prepared from the carboxylic acids by

the method of Gaylord and Kamath.227 The esters, phenyl anthranilate

(3-4) r228 phenyl thíosalicylate (3-6) 1222 pineny1 .5-nitrosalicylate

(3-10) 1229 2*ri-trophenyl 5-nitrosalicylate (3-17) r230 phenyl

3-nj.trosalicylate (3-29) 229 h"u" been reported. Cønpounds (3-13) -

(3-16), (3-19) , (3-26) and (3-31) were prepared by the general meËhod,227

purified by column chromatography on silícíc acid, and crystallised
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from aqueous ethanol. Iheir physíca1 data are Ëabulated be1ow.

Compound Yj-e].d % m.p. ("c) Composítfon C

Found
H, N

Requires
HNc

3-13

3-r4

3-15

3-16

3-19

3-23

3-26

3-30

3-31

C14H11NO5

C14II1 1NO5

C13H6ClNO5

C15H11NO6

Cl sHr ONzO+

C13H9NO5

Cr gHl oNzO4

CsHTNO5

C13H9N05

58.2

6L.5

53.3

s9.B

60 ,4

60,4

60.5

48. 8

60 .3

4.0

5.1

2.9

3.8

4.2

3.5

3.9

3.6

3,6

4,8

5.2

4.7

4.4

10. B

5.4

10. B

7.3

5.2

58. 1

61.5

53.2

59 .8

60.5

60,2

60.5

48.7

60.2

3.8

4.O

2.7

3.7

3.9

3.5

3.9

3.6

3.5

4,8

5.1

4. B

4.7

10. I

5.4

10. B

7.r

5.4

Phenyl 2-methoxy-5-nítrobenzoate (3-f2)

A rnixture of phenyl 5-nitr:osalicylate (¡-fO) (100 mg, 0.386

nmole), methyl iodide (0.05 m1, 0.819 mrnole) and potassj-um carbonaEe

(100 rng, 0,725 mmole) in acetone (5 ml), \,ras heated under reflux for

10 hr, filtered and the solvent removed ín vacuc to give, the crude

product,. This was purífied by p.t.1.c. (elution with benzene) to

yield phenyl 2-meÈhoxy-5-nitrobenzoate (50 mg, 47%) r¡hích crystallised

from aqueous ethanol as pale yel1or'r plates¡ m.p. 129-130". Found:

C, 6I.4; H, 4.1; N, 5.OZ; Cr4ll1INO5 requires! C, 61.5; H, 4.O;

135-136

145-L46

155-156

t6L-L62

135-13 6

t6r-L62

L44-r4s

8B-90

9B-99

68

35

57

35

25

64

70

34

67
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N, 5.1%; n.m.r. (CDCI-3) ô 4.10 (3H, s, -O-Me) .

Ïhe deuËeraÈed eompounds, (3-7), (3-9)' (3-11-)' (3-20), (3-24)

and (3-27) we::e formed in situ by exchange wíth deuterium oxide in the

lnlet system of the mass spectromeËer.231 In all cases the Íncorporation

was in excess of. 80%.

The 180 labeiled ester (3-11) was prepared by converting

5-nÍtrosalicylie acid to j-ts acld chloride which rvas then reconverted

to the labelled carboxylic acÍd wÍth H2180 1189 = 4Oi¿). The acid was

then trea¡"¿227 with phenol- andfiosphorus oxychloride to furnish (3-21.)

lr8g = zo%).
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Part III. Work described in Chapter 4.

The unlabelled aryl-1, 3-oxathianes

3-Bromopropionyl ch 1o ride

TreaËmentz32 oÍ 3-bromopropionic acid with phosphorus

trichl¡ríde gave the acid chloride ín 8I% yield, b.p. 68718 mm

(lir. 232 65-79"/25-30 mm) .

3-Bromo- 1-propanol

Method L

This r¿as prepared by a modificaËion of Nystromrs metho¿.233

A solution of 3-bromopropionyl chloride (17.1 g, 0.1 mole) in

diethyl ether (150 ml) ¡vas added dropwise at -75" to diethyl eÈher

(200 ml) conËaining lithium alumínÍum hydride (3.8 g, 0.1 rnole). lhe

reacËion mixture was then allorved to sËir for a further 30 mins, then

Ëreated with water (3.8 ml) and aqueous sodium hydroxide (3.8 m1, 75i!).

Ihe mixture $/as filtered and the solvent removed in vacuo to give the

the crude producË rvhÍch rvas distílled at 81-82o/15 run to yield

3-brono-1-propanol (17. B g, 75%) (1it.233 7y72'/10 mrn) .
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Method 2

ThÍs was prepared by the method of Bogert.234 Treaünent234

of propane-lr3-dio1 wíth dry hydrogen bromide gave the bromo alcohol

Ln 78% yÍeld, b.p. 82-86" /20 nn (lir.233 7I-72"/10 nrm).

3-Thío1- l-propanol-

Treatnen?35 of 3-brorno-i-propanoJ- with thiourea gave Ëhe

isothíuronium bromide (rn.p. B8-90o , 90% yield) r¡hich upon hydrolysis236

with aqueous sodium hydroxíde yÍe1ds 3-thio1-1-propanol in 48% yie1d,

b.p. 86-88'/15 m¡r (lir.23s 75-39'/7 urm).

General me od for Lhe aration of 1-1 3-oxathianes

A solution of the appropriate aldehyde (1.0 mmole) and 3-thiol-

l-propanol (1.2 nunole) Ín chloroforrn (10 m1) vras saturated with dry

hydrogen chloride, and allowed to stand fox L*tx at room temperature.

The solution was washed with water (2 x 2 mL), aqueous sodium hydroxide

(2 x 2 mL, l0%) and water (2 x 2 m1-), dríed with magnesium sulphaËe,

and the solvent then removed in vacuo to yield the crude oxathiane,

whích was purified by column chromatography on silÍcic acid (elution

wÍth benzene), followed by crystallisation from methanol.
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The unlabelled oxathianes [(4-1), (4-5) and (4-7) ] were prepared

by the above method. The physical data for these compounds are tabulated

below.

Found (Z)
CHN

Calculated (7.)

CHNCompound YíeId % m.P. ('c) Composition

(4-1)

(4-s)

(4-7)

53.3

53.3

53.3

4.9

4.9

4.9

6.2-

6.2

6,2

The Labelled Arvl-1, 3:oxathianes

3-Thí o 1- 1-p rop ano 1- l, L-2H 2

ReducLion of 3-bromopropionyl chloride with lithium aluminium

deuteríde (as described for 3-bromo-l-propanol, method 1) gave Ëine 2H2-

bromo alcohol (b.p. 74-76"/15 rmn; 847. yLeldi z\z = 1002) whích r'¡as

treated235 with thiourea Lo yield Ëhe Ísothiuronium bromide (ro'p'

B9-91o, 78.5% yieLd). Treatment236 of this dalt with aqueous sodium

hydroxide gave 3-thiol-l-propanol-1rL-2Hz (b.p. 86-BBo/15 mm; 442

'H, = 1-ooz).

3-Thi o1- 1-prop an o1 - 2, 2-2H 2

Malonic acÍd-zH4f (3.65, g, 33.8 nrnole"; 2H3 = l-0, 2H+ = 9o"/")

51

33

4B 110-111

64-6s

88-90

Ct oIlr 1l{O3S

Cr oHr 1NO 3S

Cr oHr 1NO3S

54.4 s. l- s. B

53. 1 s.0 6.2

53 .6 5.0 6 .0

i' Available frour prevíous studies.237
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in teËraÏrydrofuran (THF; 100 ml) was added s1ow1y to a stirred solution

of lithium alumini.um hydride (2.0 g, 52.5 nunoles). Af ter the addition

was complete, the míxture v/as heated under reflux for'4 hr, cooled,

and treated with :rtater (2 ml) and aqueous sodium hdyroxide (2 mL,

L5%). The reaction mixture r¡/as stirred for another hr, af ter r¿hich the

sol-id was filtered off, and Ëhe solvent removed t¡ rr"to to yi.e1-d'

crude propane-lr3-dio1-2r2-2H2 (0.73 g) as a colourless liquid. The

precipitate obtained from the work-up of. the reduction mixture was

continuously exÈracted with TÍIF for 24 hr yielding a further 0.31 g

of the dioL-zr2 l(total yield 1.04 g, 39%); b.p. 108-110'/tS nmr;

2Hl = 22, uH, = 78"Á1. The propane-tr-r3-diol-2H 2 \ías treated234 rvith

anhydrous hydrogen bromide to gíve the zlP2-bromo alcohol in 35% yie1d.

This was subsequently conver¿"6235 into the isothiuronium salt (92%)

which upon hydro1ysis236 wiÈh aqueous sodium hydroxide gave

3-thio1-l-propanol-2,2-2H2 (b.p. 86-B8o/15 mm; 5O%; 2Hr = 22,

'Írz = 7B%).

3-Thio1-l-propanol-1, 1, 3 ,3-2n4

Reduction of malonie acid wíth lithium aluminium deuteride

(as described above) gave the tetradeuÈero diol (b.p. 108-110'/15 rnnr,

5O%r'H4 = ]:OO"Á) which r¡ras converted (as above) into 3-thÍo1-1-propanol-

111r3 r3-2H4 (b.p. 86-88'/15 mm, overall yield from the dLoL 2I7", 2H+

= L00%),
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The deuÈerated oxathianes

The deuterated oxathíanes, (4-2) - (4-4), (4-9) - (4-L2)

rrere prepared from the appropríaËe aldehyde and 1abe1led 3-thio1-1-

propanol by the general procedure described earlier. The physical

data for these compounds are tabulated below.

Compound Yield (%) û.P. ('c) Incorporation (%)

(4-2)

(4-3)

(4-4)

(4-r_o)

(4-11)

(4-r'.2)

2Ht = 22i 2Hz ='.78

2Hz = Loo

2Hr+ = loo

ZHt = 22i 2Hz = 78

2Hz = loo

2H+ = 1oo.

2- (m-NiÈrophenyl) -1, 3-oxath íane-2-2[r G-6)

Benzaldehyde-o-2H1 hras prepared by the method of Seebach et

al.238 NitraËion239 o¡ benzaldehyde-c-2H1 gave m-nÍtrobenzaldehyde-a-

'Hl (BO% yield) r¿hich was treated in the usual rvay with 3-thio1-1-

propanol to yield 2-(rn-nitrophenyl)-1,3-oxathíane-2-2[y (m.p. 64-65",

30%yield; H =100%).

88

80

70

97

BO

92

108-110

108-110

1_08-110

B8-90

90-9 1

89-90
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2- (o-Nitrophenyl) -1, 3-oxathiane-2-2H1 G-9),

Treatment239 o1 benzaldehyde-cr-2gr238 (5OO mg , 'HL = 100%)

with acetic anhydride (5 ml) followed by addítion of concentrated

nitrj-c acid (1.25 ml, S.G. L.4) gave a míxture of nitrobenzylidene

diacetates (99%), which were hydrolysedz39 with magnesium hydroxide

(20 ml of an aqueous suspension of magnesíum hydroxide (2.5%)) to .

yield a mixture of nÍtrobenzaldehydes-cr-2H1 (90% yield). The

aldehydes r¡rere converted into a mixture of oxathíanes by treatment

with 3-thÍo1-1-propanol (described earlier) and chromaËography over

silícic acid (Mallinckrodt, 100 mesh) eluting with benzene-li.ght

petroleum (1: 1) gave 2-(o-nitrophenyl)-1r3-oxathiane-2-2[1 (m.p. 9B-90o ;

72%, 'H;- = 1002).

2- (o-Nitrophenyl) -1,3-oxaËhiane-1- I 8O

Hydrolysis of 3-bromopropionyl chloride (4,7 Ð with H2180

(0.5 ml, 180 = Z0Z) gave the 1abe1led 3-bromopropionic acÍd (4.06 e,

95.57"¡ m.p. 58-60o) which upon Ëreatment232 with phosphorus trichloríde

(2 m1) gave 3-bromopropionyl chloride-I-r8O (2.92 e, 65"¿; b.p. 70:72" /

32 nur; 180 = l-02) as a colourless liquid. Reduction of the acid

chloride (2,0 Ð r,riÈh lithium alumínium hydride (0,45 ù gave 3-bromo-

l-propanol (0.93 g, 57%; 90-02" /35 mm), which rüas converted through

the Ísothiuronium bromide (as above) to give 3-thío1-1-propanol-1-180

(b.p. 86-88./15 m:n, 70% yieTð. from the bromo alcohol; 18g = LO:Z>.
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The rêaction between o-niËrobenzaldehyde and 3-Ëhiol-l-propanol

-l--180 gave 2-(o-nitrophenyl-)-1,3-oxathiane-1-180 (*.p. 90-91o,

5O7" yíeLd; 180 = IO7") whích was crystallised from methanol Ëo yield

pale yellow needles.

The aryl-1,3-dioxans

The aryl--1,3-dioxans, (4-13) , (4-L6) and (4-L7 ) rvere prepared

by the following general method.

A mixture of Ëhe aryl aldehyde (1 mnole), propane-lr3-dio1

(1.5 nunole) and a catalytic amount of p-toluenesulphonic acid ín

benzene (20 ml), r^ras heated under reflux in a Dean-Stark waËer

separator for 10 hr. The benzene layer \¡/as separated and then wqshed

with water (10 ml), saturated aqueous solutions of sodium

bisulphite (2 x 10 ml) and then again with waËer (10 ml), dried with

magnesium sulphate and the solvent removed in vacuo. The crude acetal

was purified by column chromatography on sí1ícic acid (eluted with

benzene). Solids \^rere crystallj-sed from ethanol while the liquids rvere

dÍstilled. The physical data for the compounds, (4-13) 
' 

(4-16) and

(4-L7) prepared by the above; procedure are Ëabulated belorv.

Compound Yield (%) m.p./b.p.("C) lit. m.p./b.p.

(4-13)

(4-L6)

(4-L7)

6s L40-L42/0.5 rmn

52-53

110-111

188-189/16.5 nrn24o

53. 5240

1l-1 . 524 i
70

7L
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The 1abel1ed Díoxa¡rs

The labelled compounds, (4-14), (4-15), (4-18) and (4-19)

hrere prepared by the procedure used for the unlabelled compounds (as

above) from the approprÍate ary1 aldehyde and propane-lr3-dioL-2r2-2H2

oï propane-1r3-dio1-1r1r3r 3-2tt4. The physical daËa for these

compounds are tabulated below.

Compound Yíeld m.p. /b.p. ('c) IncorporaËíon (%)

( 4- L4)

(4-r.s)

(4-18)

( 4-r-e)

2IIq = 1oo

ZHr = 22i 2Hz = 78

2H4 = loo

,H! = 22; 2Hz = 78

140-L42/O.5 nrn

L40-I42/O.5 nnr

106-109

106-109

60

55

48

62
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